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Women's Center Addresses Handling Of Sexual Assault
she was abducted at knife point- remain anonymous and that no
by four non-Trinity students. charges be filed."
She was then either dragged to
This scenario of events
On February 1, the Trin- the practice football field or the prompted many questions from
ity Women's Organization ad- west side of the main football those in attendance, foremost
dressed the sexual assault that field. Unfortunately, the trauma among them being safety meaoccurred before winter break. of the event has made it very sures for the future. Many still
Both Campus Safety Director difficult for the victim to recall questioned why a better effort
Brian Kelly and Dean of Stu- the exact details of what oc- was not made to notify the comdents David Winer attended in curred.
munity.
order to clarify the actions that
When asked why an all"Why was it posted on
were taken to deal with the situ- campus safety alert was not is- the campus safety bulletins,"
ation.
sued, Brian Kelly said, "It had asked Lisa Sequenzia '93 "and
The impetus for the dis- been our policy to only issue an not on the voice mail system?"
cussion was the numerous alert if there was still an immi"Gang Rape" signs thathadbeen nent and profound danger to
Dean Winer replied, "The
plastered all around campus. the Trinity community." Healso criticisim from parents would
Although there has been a move added that the late reporting did be overwhelming because they
away from the rape terminol- not prevent campus safety from feel that such an abrupt mesogy in favor of the more ac- posting bulletins both before and sage would only frighten." Uncepted "Sexual Assault I," all in after the break.
fortunately, the only other opattendance agreed that the signs
Dean Winer interjected tion is to post on a bulletin board,
were definitely the better way that the safety of the victim be- yet it seems that no one really
to draw attention to the rape on came the college's primary con- pays attention to the warnings
December 7,1992.
cern. "I immediately contacted that are posted.
The exact details of the Robin Shepard [Assistant AthMs. Sequenzia was quick
rape are vague since the victim letic Director] about the inci- to point out that most of the
chose not to report it until De- dent," Dean Winer said, "but it- women here are from the subcember 15th. But, it is clear that was the victim's wish that she urbs and "they have to be aware
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
News Editor

Trinity Administration Strives For
Sexual Assault Undetstandixis;
BY TIM SULLIVAN
News Writer

With scandals of sexual
assault rocking the Trinity campus, the programs available to
deal with this problem are coming under direct scrutiny. Besides the existence of a very real
danger, there is a rapidly increasing understanding of the
traditionally vague issue of
sexual assault.
Sexual attacks have happened in the past and will continue to happen in the future,
unless something drama tic happens to prevent them. The only
sure-fire way to avoid a possible attack is to be aware that
they can happen and to take
precautions against them. A
member of the Sophomore class,
who wishes to remain anonymous shared some thoughts on
preventative measures "At
night, I never go out alone, rarely
come home alone, and seldom
get so drunk that I can't see
straight. Oh, and don't do
drugs!" Besides these 'wordsto-live-by/ many people are taking the issue of sexual assault
and harassment seriously, and
some people are doing something about it.
The two latest additions

to the battle againstfsexual harassment are a workshop for
understanding sexual assault
and a committee for inter-departmental sexual assault training. Regardless of the intentions
of these organizations, an immediate side-effect of their efforts is an increasing public
awareness of sexual assault and
harassment.
Several things have
changed over the past few
months which will help to continue this trend of increasing
awareness and therefore prevention of sexual attacks and
harassment. The first of these
changes is an anticipated law
that is expected to be put into
effect as early as October of this
year. This law will strongly encourage, if not require, that any
business above a certain limit
include sexual harassment education seminars for all supervisors. Suffice it to say, that a
supervisor is anyone who exerts any 'officially sanctioned'
influence on any employee, and
would therefore be in a position
to take advantage of that fellow
worker.
This law was originally
proposed in September, probably in response to the growing
awareness of the problem, ltwill

require thai supervisors receive
training in the form of two-hour
counseling / training sessions
that will make people more
aware of the issue and perhaps
illustrate the boundaries of
proper behavior in the workplace.
Trinity College has taken
measures in anticipation of the
implementation of this law. Associate Dean of Students Mary
Thomas is at the head of the
committee preparing for this
eventuality. The Workshop for
Understanding Sexual Assault
will conduct seminars which
will enlighten supervisors as to
the nature of sexual harassment
in the workplace. Dean Thomas
feels that "The Workshop for
Understanding Sexual Assault
is dedicated tomaking the workplace an equitable environment
where both men and women
can work together. It is important that sexual harassment and
the laws relating to it are understood." This committee is making preparations for the sexual
harassment educationseminars
to go into effect as soon as the
Connecticut State Jaw requires
them to do so.
In addition to the efforts
being undertaken by Dean Thoplea<;e turn to page 6

that we live in
Hartford....voice
mail is the most
effective way to
make them aware
of the reality."
The question of defining
the crime was
also raised. The
heading Sexual
Assault is very
broad. It ranges
from a First Degree felony offense which is
forced sexual intercourse either
with or without a
weapon, to a
Fourth Degree
misdemeanor offense which is for
.
— SIgns w e n t u p o n anuar 30 to m a k e
"sexual contact."
J
y
,,j,
,. the campus aware of what happened.
tioned to think that sexual as- She continued by saying, "I
sault means that someone has know thai I would have made
been grabbed," said Maggie better choices had I known the
Hunter '94, "if it's rape then truth."
[jlca.se turn to pitge 5
everyone should be notified."

if a Trinity student was

GANG RAPED

on campus Dec. 7,1992
don't we
HAVE THE RIGHT
to know ???•

Two fire alarm shunts were maliciously pulled on the second
floor of Mather Hall on Thursday. The entire building was
evacuated during the lunch rush.

Pipes Burst In Park Place
BY JAY WISE
Metro-Hartford Editor

The pipes in Park Place
dormitory burst last Tuesday,
causing a stream of "black water" to flow into one room and
two lounges.
The accident at the
school's "Wellness Dorm" did
not surprise most inhabitants,
who had been living with the
building's erratic plumbing
since the first day of school.
Though the seeping fluid
did not seriously damage any
personal property,a safely haz-

ard was created when the liquid dripped out the third floor
window and onto the sidewalk
leading to Allen Place, where it
froze overnight.
Elizabeth Platt'95, a resident of Park Place, said, "it
sounded like a waterfall in our
hallway," and NathanMarinoff
'95, the R.A. of the dorm, called
the whole thing, "disgusting."
That night, a plumber
was called in to help correct the
problem.
Building and
grounds has assured the residents that theproblemhasbeen
fixed.

WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD...
WORLD & NATION:
Two students give an insider's view
on homosexuals in the military.
A. C. Pale says that Marijuana should
be legalized, and a fresh look at the
Yugoslavian crisis. See World &
Nation on pages 10 & 11.

FEATURES:

ARTS:

SPORTS:

Brian Johnson introduces his epic
story, "Tempest in a Teapot" debutes
on page 17., See who's doing a keg
stand on page 16, and be sure to check
out Indian Digest on page 16. Read
features on pages 16 & 17.

The Vanishing and Loaded Weapon re-

Brawling pucksters down Camels (p.
24), hoops hit the skids on the road (p.
19), squash keeps on motoring (p. 22),
and wrestlers upset Norwich (p. 22).
Check out page 23 for a schedule of
sports at Trinity this week.

viewed on page 12. Student poets
present their works, as well as new
offerings from the Theater and Dance
departments on page 13. Check out
the Arts section.
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ape. When we hear it, we assume a
woman has been sexually violated. If
we are especially open minded, we
consider the possibility that it might
refer to a man who has been sexually
violated — but in the back of our minds we think it
must have happened while he was in prison and so,
in a warped sort of way, it was "justified." Children
are usually molested rather than raped. Rape is too
ugly a word for children; they are only "inconvenienced" rather than assaulted.
Originally, rape was defined as "the act of
seizing and carrying off by force; abduction." It
referred to abusive or improper treatment, not necessarily sexual in nature, of anyone or anything.
Rape was a strategy of war whereby enemies demoralized one another by plundering their property, homes and families—our strongest sources of
security..
Today, however, rape refers predominantly to
the crime of forcing another to engage in sexual
intercourse without their consent. It is a crime
committed against individuals rather than communities. It sounds simple and straightforward. No
extenuating circumstances, and no conditions. Except that we live in a litigious society where "rape"
has been confounded by such vague terms as "sexual
harassment" and "criminal sexual assault," ranging in degrees of severity from one to four.
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We all know what rape means. But how
many of us know what is meant by "Sexual Assault
I?" This is the phrase towards which the college
has maneuvered references to the December 15th
attack upon a Trinity student. Even the ugliest and
most traumatic experiences are masked behind
terminology which is intended to clarify but instead obfuscates. Words are the symbols by which
a community expresses its values. Their meanings
change as the community changes its beliefs.
We use the word rape because it represents
the violence with which the act is committed, but
what does "sexual assault" represent? What does
it really mean? It tells us that we are more interested in labels than in deeds. That we are more
interested in organization than in solutions.
Is this a means of avoidance? Are the deeds
too disturbing and the thought of finding solutions
too overwhelming to contemplate? Does that mean
we shouldn't find ways to prevent rape — as a
community — rather than concentrate on ways to
punish those individuals who commit it? Or should
we instead hide behind words as we do now?
Rape is a serious problem. How can we
expect to effectively confront it if we are instructed
to refer to rape in a manner which denies its violent
nature? How can we expect to emphasize order
and impose structure upon a crime which is neither ordered nor structured?
S.N.W.

Around
Around Trinity...
...is pleased to atvnounGeithat
the Social Gri tiq LIe will be expanded
in this week's issue, in iigiit of the
cornucopia of events which occurred
this past weekend. ,

Of Civil
Disobedience...
Shades of another decade this
past weekend, at Cleo's party on
Friday night. Atop their newly renovated house (a grand improvement,
that), an anonymous fan of the late
and literary Henry David Thoreau
saw fit to read freely from Mr.
Thoreau's musings - possibly
Walden, although sources are still
debating. Within the Cleo house, XCpn 1-Conand Betty played to a
festive crowd, for bargain prices of
under $3.00.:

Sibling Rivalry
Pike also threw a party on Friday night. Their gimmick? "Don't
Cost Nothin'," which proved to be
an antagonist all week to Cleo's own
party. Signs were seen all week
around campus advertising both
parties and cutting on each other.
The banter also resulted in the towing of a car or two, according to
reliable sources.
It seems that both Cleo and
Pikebenefitted from their close proximity to one another come Friday
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night, prompting one Around Trinity
source to request that the two, houses
"kiss and make up." Or at, least smoke
the peace pipe.

Was that Casino Night last Saturday night in the Cave and Washington
Room, or was it Pike in disguise? The
formal, pseudo-gambling affair sponsored by the Women's and Men's crew
teams was a rousing success.
Apparently, the majority of the
tickets were sold in advance, for many
complained that they spent $10 to receive a "circle C" in green marker - one
of the-easiest stamps to fake in recent
years.
Telltalesigns of Pike-ness included:
the return of D.J. Scott Brown, and his
charge to the masses during the song
"Mony Mony;" the rash of chicken fighting that broke out; and (the "smoking
gun") the multitude of carousers dancing on the Washington Room stage in
varied stages of dress and undress.
Showcasing more briefs than a
courtroom and more Jockeys than the
Kentucky Derby, the Washington Room
stage allowed more than six people at a
time to experience dancing on the
radiatiors at Pike.

AD had a reggae band party on
Saturday - for the un-AD price oi five
dollars. Around Trinity keeps its fingers
crossed for continued lower prices.

f
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Apparently to commemorate
lastweek's "SkinheadTgate," ADhad,
a few fights of their own break out at
their house last Saturday. And an
Around Trinity source saw scuffles at
New Dorm that night as well. Must
have been the full moon. If only
there were cows for drunken pugilists to tip on campus...

1

Casino Royale
Rumble

,f

Altercations

nOt a

Weather...
It was Spring on Friday, and
Winter on Saturday. What's the deal
there?

Airplane...
"There's trouble in the cockpit."
"The Cockpit, what is it?"
"It's the area at the front of the
plane, but that's no t important now."
The movie Airplanewasshown
Friday night in the Cave. Approximately 40 people showed up to watch
the classic no-brain movie.

Two Cents...
How embarrassing would it
be to get carded at the Trinity College
Game Room? And while we're at it,
how 'bout retiring the games in there
and getting some newer models?

P a r t i ™'" individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will
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Sexual Assault Sparks Call For Change...

Campus Safety's Handling Of Alleged Rape Case Inadequate
To the Editor,
This is a revised copy of a letter
sent to Brian Kelly, the Director of Campus Safety, on February 3,1992. Several
of the issues presented may be of concern
to your readers and require their support, in order to make sure that they are
addressed.
Dear Mr. Kelly;

each semester, campus security could
list the types of threats to security that
occurred in the previous semester and
how many of each type occurred. If
Trinity decided to report such incidents,
I imagine that students would find
Trinity's security better than that of other
schools who do not report such information. These ideas, I believe, will actually
increase students support for your department, and more importantly, increase
security at Trinity.
Lastly, I expect that you will address each of my complaints and suggestions, as they incorporate feed back from
several residential assistants, other students, and parents. I will pursue receiving a response to any of these points, if
they are not all addressed. Thankyoufor
your time. Please feel free to contact me
if I can assist you in any manner.

I understand that a multiple assailant rape of a student occurred during
Winter break, and I have several concerns relating to how Campus Safety
• handled the assault report. Before I describe my concerns, let me introduce
myself as a concerned student, a Sexual
Assault Peer Educator and Task Force
member, and a Mentor for the Residential Life Program hired to deal with the
issues of sexual assault and harassment.
(Close of Letter)
Security alerts, as you explained
during Residential Life training, are
Since I first began to write this
posted to notify students about incidents letter a week ago, revised alerts have
that have threatened student security, been posted. These alerts, however, are
especially when a perpetrator might be still vague. In addition to revised alerts,
identified and reported by a student. In a voice mail message has been sent to
addition, they are used to encourage stu- students, advising students to check the
dents to take safety precautions. In this bulletins for the amended notice.
particularly violent case of sexual asWhile I acknowledge that Brian
sault, the posted alerts were extremely Kelly has listened to student requests
vague. They did not state that there was and has recently taken the above steps to
more than one assailant. This would inform the campus of the rape, improvehave communicated that, although the ments in Campus Safety's response to
exact number of perpetrators may not assaults need to be made. In a discussion
have been known, students, faculty, and that I had with Brain Kelly on February 3,
staff should be aware that there is not just Mr. Kelly stated that he would consider
a single person who needs to be avoided the following:
and reported. Secondly, the reports did
not describe the type of sexual assault.
1. Setting up more specific guideThey should have stated that the event lines and procedures on how to respond
was a "type one sexual assault" which to assault reports.
means that penetration occurred in the
form of intercourse. Based on the actual
2. Reporting the occurrence of acexplanation, I had no idea if the assault quaintance rapes on security alerts to
was a pinch of a person's buttocks or remind students to consider taking safety
something more violent.
precautions.
I was also very frustrated to see
3. Reporting Trinity's "crime stathat the notice was only present inside of
some of the enclosed glass cases that tistics" in the Tripod. This media source
were purchased for security alert bulle- may be read by more people than the
tins. (They were not placed in the dormi- security alert pamphlet. Also, since the
tory cases.) I know that alerts could not legal terms that he uses are confusing
have been taken because the boxes are and only reflect certain kinds of crimes,
locked with keys. This carelessness or he should provide definitions of any
unclear terms. In addition, I would enlaziness is inexcusable.
courage
Mr. Kelly to list the number of
Students, and more particularly,
the many faculty and staff who worked reported acquaintance rapes, which is
during the student break, should have not included in the legal assault statistic.
received notification of the sexual as- Acquaintance rapes occur at a higher
sault by voice mail. I understand that rate than stranger rapes at Trinity.
you stated that this is a problem because
4. Sending timely voice mail mesyour office receives many phone calls
from parents (and thus bad publicity) sages.
following such a voice mailing. I have to
5. Asking his office workers to
question your reasoning for this explanation. Don't parents deserve an expla- post security alerts, if they are available
nation? Aren't your staff trained to hold when called. This would mean that one
such conversations? Isn't security sup- person would be responsible for all of the
posed to be your primary concern? I alerts, instead of several RAs, and that
have to deduce from your actions that the likelihood of each box being attended
your answer is "No." Perhaps, inreality/ to would increase. Furthermore, the seyour primary function is a political fig- curity of several RAs would not be threature advised to deal with the "politics" of ened by being asked to put up a notice in
the middle of the night. However, if a
our campus' safety.
I would like to see your office draft studentwasnotavailable, Mr. Kelly could
an improved set of procedures to report always fall back on the RAs.
threats to student security, in particular
6. Working on better illumination
sexual assault. Students, faculty, and
in
dark
shuttle stop areas, such as Cook
staff should be notified without security
arch.
having to wait for the victim's approval.
This can be done in such a manner that
I encourage anyone who has comprotects the victim confidentiality in evments
about the above or further suggesery possible manner. For example, sometimes the alert may need to be announced tions to communicate them to Mr. Kelly.
a week after the event took place and He appears to be very open to construcstate that the incident occurred in the tive ideas and criticisms. In conclusion,
past week. Furthermore, perhaps voice themistakesmadeinhowCampusSafety
mail messages could remind students to handled the assault should not occur
check the bulletins and where the bulle- again.
tins are located, when an event occurs.
Sincerely,
Faculty and staff need to be included in
Leana Schusheim, '93
this process. Finally, at the beginning of

To the Editor:
Approximately a week ago a
hallmate of mine mentioned a sign she
saw on campus about an alleged gang
rape of which the Trinity community
was not informed. Since then rumors
have been circulating concerning the facts
of this rape -where did it happen? When
did it happen? Were the attackers Trinity students? But most importantly, why
were we not informed of this incident via
voice mail or campus safety bulletins?
A hall meeting was held last Monday on the second floor of Elton Hall to
discuss the gang rape which occurred on
December seventh. Weweregreatlyconcerned with the secrecy with which this
latest incident concerning campus safety
was handled. Was the college trying to
hide something from its students?
Granted the victim deserves privacy;
however, it is the college's duty to its
students to keep them informed and
aware of all aspects of campus safely.
Apparently, notices were posted
concerning the gang rape, yet these campus safety bulletins were posted immediatelyprior to final exams. Incidentally,
many Trinity students remained uninformed of this incident until last week.
Another disturbing aspect regarding the
way in which the college has dealt with
this issue is the fact that voice mail was
not used. Supposedly, this means of
keeping students informed was avoided
because parents were complaining that
their daughters had become terrified to
even walk to the library at night. Perhaps such parental complaints are misconstrued rumors. Nonetheless, the fact
remains that a great many Trinity students were disturbed by the lack of information given to them concerning the
safety of their campus.
We, the members of Elton second
floor, are concerned'with the safety faf

our campus and are eager to initiate
measures which can be taken to improve
our safety. At our hall meeting last Monday we came up with a few feasible
suggestions. One of our biggest concerns was the campus shuttle system.
Many of us feel intimidated to call Campus Safety after the shuttle stops running. Therefore, many students walk
home alone from fraternity parties on
the weekends.
We feel that to combat this problem walking escorts could,be used to
supplement Campus Safety. Another
possible idea we discussed was installing phones in fraternity houses. In addition, phones directly linked to Campus
Safety, or even a pay phone, on Vernon
Streel would possibly makestudents feel
more comfortable to call Campus Safety.
It is understandable that someone might
be reluctant to use a phone in a fraternity
house.
Clearly, there are many ways in
which the safety of our campus can be
improved. The gang rape which occurred last semester should be an eyeopener for Trinity students, regardless of
gender. Furthermore, it's perfecily understandable to be scared. In fact, students can gain much from fear. As a
result of our freshman orientation program, which indoctrinated us with the
notion of being safe and aware, we and
our hallniales have used fear as an advantage. We are all very close to each
other -we look out for each other at parties or even just walking home from the
library late at night. We on the second
floor of Elton Hall are eager to see our
suggestions implemented in the improvement of campus safety.
Sincerely,
Shara Abraham, '96
Kelly Collis,'96
Elton-Hall,SecdndFloor "'""'"r'*

Weicker Should Keep Bottle Bill
ity of recycling on local municipalities
To the Editor:
I am writing to express my concern and government, while the Bottle Bill
over Governor Weicker's proposal to re- funnels the material and the responsibilplace our Bottle Deposit Law wi th a man- ity directly to the manufacturers and the
da tory, non-refundable 5 cent tax. Con- bottling industry. In Oregon, where the
necticut is one of ten slates that have a first Bottle Bill was passed, over 90% of
deposit law, and President Clinton has all beverage containers get back into the
promised to support a national Bottle Bill marketplace. This is through a combinaas part of the Resource Conservation and tion of a deposit law with a curbside
Recovery Act. Why? Because the Bottle program.
Bill is simply the most effective recycling
In addition to giving consumers
law in the country.
the incentive to return their containers,
The Bottle Bill places a 5 cent de- many homeless people and service shelposit on all beverage containers, then the ters use the Bottle Bill as a way to raise
consumer gets the depositback when the money. Several shelters in the Hartford
container is returned for recycling. Ac- area encourage the homeless to collect
cording to theHcirtford Courant, the statesbottles and cans for redemption. One
that have Bottle Bills account for only man, Willie Robinson, was quoted in the
18% of the population, yet recycle over Courant two weeks ago saying that he
two-thirds of all the plastic, aluminum raises over $400 a month, more than his
and glass in this country. Even the Con- monthly welfare check.
gressional General Accounting Office
Trinity students should feel espe(G AO) claims that a "disproportionately cially concerned about this proposal. It
large percentage of thenation's recycling was students involved with ConnPIRG
is taking place in deposit law states."
in the late 1970s and early 80s that were
Governor Weicker's intentions are able to pass this bill despite heavy prescommendable. He wants to impose this sure from the beverage industry. Today,
tax not only to help Connecticut's ailing the beverage industry is as concerned
economy, but also to help fund the state about Weicker's proposal as theenvironDepartment of Environmental Protection. mental community is; they have found
While I wholeheartedly agree with his the deposit law to be an effective way for
intentions (Connecticut ranks 48th in the them to cut their costs in terms of buying
country in environmental funding), do- raw, material.
ing so at the expense of one of the most
In sum,Governor Weickershould
effective environmental laws is simply be commended for his intention to proludicrous.
vide funding to the Department of EnviWeicker claims thatwith theimple- ronmental Protection, but to do so at the
mentation of curbside recycling, the Bottle expense of the Bottle Bill is the wrong
Bill is no longer necessary. This has way to do it. The Bottle Bill helps the
proven not to be the case. Seattle, Wash- environment, helps the less fortunate,
ington has the most effective curbside keeps much litter off the streets, and
program (according to the G AO) ye t only makes recycling work. To lose this promanages to recycle around 39% of its gram would be wrong.
available products. The reason is that
Sincerely,
curbside recycling puts the responsibilJake Johnston, x3510

NEWS
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Elms Community Off To A Strong Beginning
BY RAN BARTON III
&JEANNIE HOFFMAN
Senior Editor & News Writer

Among this semester's
additions to theTrini ty campus,
a new student organization has
emerged: the Elms Community.
Conceived by Seniors
Jennie Baker and Rick Zednik,
the Elms strives to create an environment for student interaction that will attract its members from a wide variety of backgrounds.
Baker, a double major
(Theater Dance and English Literature) from California, has
been a member of several activist organizations in her time at
Trinity. Among them are the
Sexual Assault Task Force,
PROGRESS (People Resisting
Organized Group Racism Elitism Sexism and Segregation),
and Students For Equality.
As to her vision of the
Elms, Bakerexplained that, "The
three founding tenets of the Elms
are individuality, equality, and
community. We seek individuality through the free expression of everyone's unique
thoughts and ideas. Similarly,
for equality, we are coeducational, non-selective, and invite
all who are interested to attend
and join."
"Bycommunity,wemean
we want to create a supportive
place for all people to express
their individuality," added
Baker.
Zedruk,curreiitly the Program Coord ina lor for the Office
of Residenlia/ Life and former

Tripod Editor-in-Chief, is a Political Science major from Virginia. He commented that the
Elms, while "often seen as simply a social group, really offers
more than that, intellectually
and in the community." When
asked why he is involved in the
Elms, Zednik said plainly that,
"I realized I should take initiative. Jennie shared these goals
and ideals, so we thought we
ought to work to create somethingsocialrt«tf intellectual, and
take an active role in improving
these d eclining facets of the campus."
While seen by many students as a "Greek alternative,"
the Elms members themselves
do not feel that this is the case.
"The Elms is more of an evolutionary developmentof the Trinity social scene," said Baker, "It
serves as a broad forum for all
aspects of student life."
The Elms seeks to create
an environment where they will
be just as likely to invite a lecUirerontocampusas they are to
host a party or volunteer in the
neighboring community. In an
effort to expose the group lo all
of its members' experience and
knowledge, the meetings are led
by different members each
week.
Each meeting's coordinator chooses both the formal and
topic that will compose the meeting. "These meetings are open
to anyone and everyone, students, faculty, and administration. .. in order for these people
to get to know and understand
oneanofherin a neutral setting,"

Zednik explained,^Now the intellectual and sociarinteraction
between students and faculty
seems to onlytjiappen in small
pockets. I think that kind of
interaction should be the norm,
not the exception."
Forall of its organization,
the Elms is still developing, and
each meeting serves to surprise
and redefine the group. "While
ourgoalsofindividuality,equality, and community remain unchanged, the group is a dynamic
one, growing, learning, and having fun while meeting new
people," said Baker, continuing,
"The future of Elms will be determined by the underclassmenhow much they want, need, and
desire it. If they want it enough,
they will make it work."
Baker also stressed that,
unlike academic clubs or special
interest organizations, the
Elms's goal is to nurture everything from academics to athletics among Trinity students.
So far, the group has met
in the old Philosophy Department building at 70 Vernon
Street, originally the home of St.
Elmo's. The weekly meetings
haveoccurredonSunday nights
a 17:30pm, though the group has
yet to finalize their meeting time.
"We will have the meetings on Fridays, Saturdays, and
Sundays, depending on the content of the meeting. It will vary,
but that way more people can
participate inmore of the activities," said Baker.
Though the meetings are
open to the entire Trinity community, regular attendance is a

70 Vernon Street has become the meeting
place for the Elms Community.
Though it is too early to
prerequisite for membership.
This regular attendance, along tell how the Elms Community
with genuine enthusiasmforthe will fare at Trinity, they have
group, allows people to vote and had good turn out so far, with
run for office. "The Elms will up to forty people in attendance.
always have two presidents, one With numbers like that, they are
male and one. female," Baker eagerly looking forward to a
pointed out, "In that way, we successful future, playing an
have avoided any institutional important role in the transition
gender domination."
that Trinity's social life faces.

Crypt Chapel's New Organ Blessed By Bishop Of Connecticut
BY CLIFF FULLER
Production Manager

The Trinity College
Chapel'was "blessed" with the
installation of a new pipe ovgan
in the Crypt Chapel during the
winterbreak. LaslSunday, January 31, its arrival was made official with a dedication and blessing from the Bishop of Connecti-

cut, Arthur Walmsley '48.
"A very happy occasion"
is how Chaplain Nancy Charles
described the ceremony in the
CryptChapel. The blessing preceded the service of Holy Eucharist, and coincided with the
annual visitation of Bishop
Walmsley.
"Both the Bishop a nd Mrs.
Walmsley are avid musicians,

so it seemed the best time to
dedicate the new instrument,"
said Chaplain Charles.
The story behind the
Crypt Chapel's recent addition
is heartwarming. "Some years
ago, the organ that was in the
CryptChapel was damaged, and
an insurance claim had been
pending ever since," said Chaplain Charles. The claim was fi-

nally settled last year, and the
money from the settlement is
what provided for the majority
of the funds.
Additional contributions
for the new organ were made by
what Chaplain Charles referred
to as "anonymous angels."
The pipe organ is from
England, and was installed in
the second week of last Decem-

ber.
It replaces an organ
"which was primarily used for
practice and which was not in
very good shape," said Chaplain Charles.
Charles is ecstatic about
the Crypt Chapel's organ. "It
was wonderfully designed for
the space - the acoustics are
beautiful."

Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
----.-.
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493

Crypt Chapel blessed with new organ,

KELLY COLUS

Complete Auto Glass Coverage
With Dinect Insurance Billing!
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Students Made To See Realities

AIDS Awareness Week Made Point With Cave Lectures
BY AMINA GHADDAR
News Writer

You and the one you've
drooled over for weeks or days
or just hours are naked in your
small Trinity dorm room. Perhaps you have dated for a month
or two, or maybe you were introduced just- tonight and hit it
off enough to want sex from
each other.
Anxiety has built over the
evening. You have overcome
the possibility of rejection, the
worry over what your friends
might think if they see you two
leave together, and the shaky
ground each of you walked all
night as you tried to say the
right thing to get you where you
now are.
In the bedroom, the anxiety shifts to what you look like
naked, the chance you'll lose
your erection because of too
much beer, or how damp your
panties are.
The worries we have as
we go into sexual situations are
numerous and embarrassing;
superficial concerns over looks
and smells become elevated
until they seem to be the most
important thing in life, hi this
atmosphere, how are we supposed to deal with the truly ter-

rifying possibility of contracting AIDS or other sexually transmi tted diseases?
Safer sex as an answer is
not wholly effective. Today,
: -v
using a condom is imperative; it
has got to be done every time
you have vaginal, oral, or anal
sex. However, part of our
struggle is in changing the
rhythm of our mating dance to
allow foratleasta few moments
of honesty and humility when
we introduce the condom and
go from there, aware of the risks
KELLY COLLIS
The Cave hosted three lectures for AIDS
we are still taking.
Awareness Week.
Regina Dyton of AIDS
Ministries spoke in the Cave on largest crowd of the three pre- pneumonia which indicate fullMonday night, the first of three sentations and since it was blown AIDS. Cancal explained
speakers PRAXIS brought in for mostly a female audience, it is openly some of the terminology
presentations on HIV/AIDS, clear that, under such circum- we encounter when we hear
She said that Trinity's biggest stances, women are at a height- about HIV and spoke from a
risk for contracting HIV was our ened risk of contracting HIV or man's pointof view aboutshapsexual attitudes and practices. other sexually transmitted dis- ing new attitudes and behavNot only is the casual way we eases if their partners use no iors.
• have sexual relations a problem, protection.
Wednesday, Moe Cacace
but the traditional sex roles and
Tuesday night's program came prepared with diagrams,
expectations of both men and focused on AIDS and Men. Paco condoms, and bananas to show
women are increasing our risk. Martinez Cancal of both AIDS and tell about AIDS in the colDespite women's relative Project Hartford and Latinos lege population. Articles and
successes in the war to be con- Contra SIDA, opened his talk condoms were distributed.
sidered equal to a man in work, withhisownstory of living with
She brought up statistics
sports, and smarts, in the bed- AIDS.
that should interest us all. In
room, intimidation or passivity
Having contracted HIV college populations, the averare often the norm in male/fe- about three years ago, Cancal age occurrence of AIDS is from
male college encounters. Since gotAIDS about ayearago when 2 to 4 cases among every 1,000
Monday night's event drew the he caught one of the forms of students. That figure com-

pounded with another stat —
up to 70 percent of sexually active 18 and 19 year-olds use no
protection at all, should give us
something serious to worry
about.
Fornow, the AIDS benefit
dance, sponsored by PRAXIS,
Hartford Health Dept,, B-Psi,
Women's Center, Pan-African
Alliance, La Voz Latina and
Community Outreach, raised
over $1,500 for AIDS education.
Money will go to AIDS Project
Hartford and Latinos Contra
SIDA.
Those willing to volunteer on campus, can contact
Community Outreach for numbers, (soon, our Alumni news
mailings will not only include
lists of married couples and reunions, but sections on classmates and peers lost to AIDS.)
For confidential testing,
call the Hartford Health Dept.,
at 722-6742. PRAXIS would like
to extend a special thanks to
Dahlia Belliveau of HHD who
made all the events possible.
Editor's Note:

Due to space constraints,
this article was unable to
run last week. We apologize for this inconvenience.

Handling Of Sexual Seabmy Swipe Seen As First Step
Assault Questioned
BY LUKE MADIGAN
News Writer

continuedfrom page 1

"The gradations of sexual
assaultn^edtobedefined/'said
Donna Marie Campbell '93,
"that way we do not make the
issue lighter or scarier than it
needs to be."
The exact legal definitions of sexual assault and
sexual harassment will definitely be distributed and posted
in conspicuous locations so that
everyone understands the
crime.
Dean Winer agreed, "We
need to be as specific as possible so that we do not scare

to think up new
ty,#
ods. "I'm always open to suggestions."
With so much focus on
this one event, Ms. Campbell
said, "Most sexual assaults occur in the dorms and frat
house...there are more aspects
than just this one."
Luckily, thismeetingdid
initiate several new actions.
First, Campus Safety issued a
voice mail message on
Wednesday that simply asked
the Trinity community to be
aware of the postings in the
bulletin boards. This is now

"The gradations of sexual assault need to be
defined so that we do not make the issue
lighter or scarier than it needs to be."
—Donna Marie Campbell '93,
President of Trinity Women's Organization
people needlessly."
This still left the question
of precautionary measures unresolved. Granted we attend
college in an urban environment, but what can be done to
make it safer. Campus Safety
not only has safety officers
walking, on bikes, and in cars,
but they also have a system of
security cameras and emergency call boxes.
"There is no direct correlation between more officers
and increased safety," Said
Brian Kelly, "but we feel that
greater degree of visibility in
the main area is definitely a
serious deterrent."
However, the assault victim was dragged to the field
and everyone missed it. This
problem has forced Mr. Kelly

the procedure that will be followed in order to alert students
without shocking them with an
abrupt message.
Furthermore,
Dean
Winer is looking into ways to
improve the shuttle service, so
that it will be more efficient
and effective. Moreover,he will
try to assist Carl Marshall's new
walking escort service in every
way that he can.
However horrible this incident was, at least some positive steps are being taken to
prevent it from occurring again.
Ms. Campbell's goal summed
up the whole eveningbest when
she said, "Trinity needs to create a community where women
feel more comfortable reporting such an event."

In an effort to curb
crime in the buildings on
campus,' new'* safety
screens and card readers
are being installed around
campus.
Safety
screens,
which have already been
installed in North Campus, Stowe, Clemens, and
Jones, are scheduled to be
put in all of south campus
by the end of spring break.
Director of Campus
Safety Brian Kelly said,
"It's an ongoing process;
..
KELLY COLLIS
the only problem is that The card reader on Seabury is the first part of a new,
the screens are terribly ex- more secure campus.
pensive." The screens run in door of Seabury. It is another When asked if they are going to
excess of three hundred dollars safety measure that is being put be installed in all buildings, he
each. The installation of all se- in to make the campus more said that (hey would be put in
"where they make sense."
curity screens should be com- secure.
Campus Safety is making
Dr. John Langeland, Dipleted during the 1993-1994:
rector of Information Technol- a concerted effort to make the
school year.
A new card reader has ogy stated that the card readers Trinity community safer for its
been installed on an exterior are "part of a gradual process." inhabitants.

Applications Up For Glass Of '97
BY DAN ANIXT
News Writer

'

Applications for the class
of 1997 are up by seven percent
according to Dean of Admissions, David Borus. As of February 6, there were 3,030 applications for admission. Even
though the the deadline for submitting applications was January 15, the Admissions Department expects there to be a total
of 3,050 applications due to late
submissions.
Dean Borus attributes the
increase in applications to a
number of factors. Foremost
amongst them are the improvements in how the college is presented. Dean Borus said, "Trin-

ity students are satisfied, and
the message .gets out to high
schools." However^ he said that
there was no "silver bullet" or
any one factor solely responsible for this increase.
Although, Trinity made
the U.S. Netos & World Report's

Top 25 listof liberal arts colleges
this year, Dean Borus was quick
to point out that in past years
when Trinity made the list application numbers actually declined.
In addition, the poor
economy, particularly in the
Northeast, apparently has not
hadanegativeeffectonthenumber of applications.
On the subject of the
economy's impact, Dean Borus

said that Trinity was, "clearly
bucking the trend." However, i t
is clear that many factors (including the economy) have an
effect on admissions.

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat,
sorority, team, club, etc.
pitches in just one hour
and your group can raise
$1,000 in just a few days!

Plus a chance toearn
$1,000 lor yourself!
NQ cost. No obligation.

1-800-932-0528, ext. 65
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Comedian Draws
Trinity Senior Helps Desegregate Few Laughs At Bistro
News Feature...

Hartford School System
BY RICK ZEDNIK
Senior Editor

To say Jason Morfoot
could alter the course of American educational history might
put undue pressure on theTrinity senior, but to say he could be
a privileged witness would not
give him enough credit.
While he acknowledged
that interning for attorney John
Britain and the American Civil
Liberties Union in the school
desegregation case of Shcff v.
O'Neill has caused him occasional anxiety, Morfoot said he
has found theexperience wholly
rewarding.
"It seems like they are relying on me at times," Morfoot
said. "It's kind of cool to say
that."
By assisting the plaintiffs'
attorneys in the potential landmark case, the history major
earned an academic credit in the
fall and is earning another this
semester. Morfootisoneof many
Trinity undergraduates enrolled
in internships this semester, but
few others are as close to decisions which could have compa- •
rably broad ramifications.Curiously, Morfoot said his unique
opportunity "kind of fell in my
lap."

Last semester, as an intern for Britain, (who "seems
larger than life sometimes," according to Morfoot) the New
Canaanite worked mostly on
pre-trial preparations. He organized files,produced graphs and
charts, and researched witnesses.
Four years after the complaint was filed, the trial began
during Trinity's recent winter
break. Since then Morfoot has
found working out of the courtroom more exciting than working in an office.
Morfoot recalled an instance when he felt especially
integral to the progress of the
case. "Wesley Horton, an attor-

looks promising for the plaintiffs, who seek to rearrange
Connecticut's public school system into regional districts in order to integrate students of different races and economic
classes.
"In the long run, I think
this is what has to happen," said
the self-described liberal. "It's
tough. Having gone to a high
school with a very low percentage of minority students, I can
relate to the position of people
who moved to West Hartford,
New Canaan, and Greenwich.
It's tough to have your kids
bused."
The plaintiffs gained a
boost when Governor Lowell

Now that the case is beyond its midpoint,
according to Morfoot, a favorable outcome
looks promising...

ney for the plaintiffs, took me in Weicker recently announced a
a room, locked the door, and plan to reorganize the state's
said 'This is what I want you to schools in a manner similar to
do.' It was fairly urgent. He their own proposal. Weicker
needed information the next said he would prefer to see the
day. This was digging," said people and their legislators—
Morfoot. "With the time pres- not the courts—decide the fate
sure, I was definitely sweating a of Connecticut's schools.
little more."
In addition, Morfoot said
On another occasion, the presiding judge's advanced
Morfoot said he gathered data age may make him inclined to
As a student in Associate from the West Hartford school retire with a landmark decision
Professor Susan Pennybacker's board. "I was told to keep a low
in his. wake.
"History of Hartford" course last profile," he said, When the irvMorfpqt's experience with
spring, Morfoot chose to exam- formation was used in direct ex''- the S)i(?/feaseTias persuaded him
ine l/ieS/z^oi so for his recjii/rod aminaiion, he feJ the had made a
, to apply to be a paralegal in
project. "I interviewed John vital contribution.
Washington, D.C. after he
Brillain and he asked me if I'd
Now that the case is be- graduates in May. That, he figlike to work with him." Morfoot
yond its mid-point, according ures, would prepare him well
leapt at the opportunity.
to Morfoot, a favorable outcome for law school.

Improvement Made In The
Handling Of Sexual Assault
continued from l"i&e I

mas, another organization is
being created in order to fully
understand and advise on the
issue of sexual harassmen t. Several weeks ago, a survey was ,
undertaken by the various departments within the faculty .to
assess the extent to which sexual
harassment was encountered at

vocal with her concerns about
the problems of sexual assault
and harassment "I think that
there are options available for
victims of sexual assault / harassment, but I feel that we, at
Trinity, should focus on both
prevention and publicizing
those options. Increased student
involvement would be beneficial." There is a
available for similar story re-

faculty departments and to encourage inter-departmental
communication on this most
serious issue. Ms. Rudd feels
thntthepotenfial fordoinggood
is immense, while there is little
dangerofdoingany harm. When
confronted on her.expectations
for the foundationof a dialogue,
her reply was as equally concise

Trinity. This was a

controversial sur-'J think that there are opti'ons
VPV wh.nK,™... . . ojS£Xtiai assauit /harassment, fat Iported

f

^

,

a11 o v e r

°f th*^ ' W £ $h0U^f0CUS On Prevention and pub- creased student

) S i z i n g those
Trinity. The results of this survey are now being processed
and an attempt is being made to
arrive at the proper conclusion.
Knowing that too much power
in the hands of the few can be a
very corrupting influence, a
'Faculty appointed committee'
has been designed and implemented to interpret the results
of this survey.
Dean Winer, with the assistance of Jane Rudd, a clinical
social worker with over twenty
years of experience in the fields
of sexual harassment and assault, has been requested to adviso on the findings of the survey. Their goal is to establish an
informal dialogue between the

options.

i niv onl v evm el n t
would be beneficial in the reduction of sexual
harassment and date rape. An
increased awareness and involvement could certainly place
a dent in the number of occurrences. This is an ideal to strive
to achieve.

— L i z P l a t t '95

as it was sincere, "I'mreally glad
that we're doing this."
However, for al 1 of the effort devoted to the prevention
of sexual harassment and assault, the vast majority of cases
go unreported, and therefore
unpunished. Fewer than 5% of
rapes are reported. 75% of all
rapes are perpetrated by men
under the influence of alcohol
and or drugs, while 55% of
women who are the victims of
rape are under the influence of
similar substances. This is not
an adequate excuse. If assaulted
there are resources available to
help.
Lizz Plait, a peereducator
and member of the class of '95 is

Comedian Bob Dubac played to a packed
house in the Bistro on Friday.
BY BRYAN SATTER
News Writer
Comedian Bob Dubac
performed live in front of a
packed Bistro audience Friday
night. The only thing funny
about the evening, however,
were a few hecklers who continually told Dubac to "sit
down.", y ,
j
,)5ubac'sshow was called
''The;'Male> mtdiei:fr---an oxymoron;" and his routine consisted of a variety of changing
characters, each new one attempting ! to understand
women; Dubac also instituted
a little technology into his repertoire, using a remote control
to trigger a machine which provided sound effects and a voice
that spoke to him throughout
the show - the "female side of
his brain."

BETH PIRO

stances, leaving the audience
wonderi<ij if he was (mercifully) finished. And he did no
use his sound effects to his ad
vantage, as he only engaged in
meaningless conversation with
the voice, none of which was
used to a humorous end.
Furthermore, some o
the content of Dubac's act wa
offensive to some members o
the crowd because of his frequent use of obscenities arid
degradation of women. "The
comedy was forced," said a disappointed student. "He coul
have tried to be a LITTLE mon
sexist," she said, sarcastically
"I think the man was a bore,
said another member of the
audience, "the crowd seemed
to laugh more out of pity and
politeness than because of th
hilarity of the man's jokes,
could have been home watch1

Dubac struggled to remember his jokes* and
often times paused for long instances, leaving the audiences wondering if he was
(mercifully) finished.
Unfortunately, none of
these gimmicks made Dubac
funny. His problems were
many: he did not change the
subject of his comedy at all,
and continually' talked about
the:differences between men
and women, which became
boring long before the show
was over; he was very repetitious - he asked the question
"Why (are we so different)"
nonstop, and kept trying to
provide humorous answers, to
no avail;
Dubac struggled to remember his jokes, and often
times paused for long in-

ing Star Trek.
Despite the poor performance this time, comedy nights
willcontmueattheBistro. The;
are still a campus favorite, a:
well as a good idea.
"Comedy nights are teri
tatively scheduled for every Fri;
day, and are sponsored by thi
Student Life Resources Cente
and Community Outreach,
said Lizz Platt '95, an Assistan
Manager at the Bistro, "We alsi
hope to have a student band
performance. I think i t's a great
weekend activity, a differen!
option, and now a chance tc
see student talent."

The Tripod
On-line
The Trinity Tripod is available electronically to anyone with
access to a networked computer (Mac or PC).
For information, call X6095.
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nts Earn Place On Faculty Horn
Congratulations to everyone on their fine work!
Abel, Katherlne Tannen
Adams, James D.
Ahn, Yong
Albren, Brett A
Almeida, Jeff A
Almeida, Shannon J.
Altschuler, Ashley R
Anctil, Aimee M.
Anderson, Hugh M. M.
Angell, Jessica A
Arabshahi, Alidad
Archdeacon, Lorna J.
Barkman, Sandra M.
Barr, James L.
Berkman, Sarah A
Boland, Sharon A
Borus, Joshua S.
Bransten, Anne Helen
Brooks, Mary A
Campbell, Alexandra
Campbell, TrangT.
Carling, Duncan C.
Cairasquillo, Minerva M.
Castro, Dora M..
Champ, Christine M.
Cole, Amy Sutherland
Cooke, Oliver D.
Copper, Kelly
Corman, Kristen L.
Costello, Sean P.
Craig, Lucy J.
Cronin, Joseph'R
Dawson, Matthew J.
Donovan, Sean M.
Dunning, Anne R
Elia, Thomas
Erskine, Kathleen M.
FdtMarisaS.
Ferraro, Tanya L.
Find, Annmarie
Finnemore, Erin M.
Foote,AmyW.
Fraser, Emily P.
Friedman, Peter M.
Gaillard, James D.
Galluzzo, Julianne M.
Ghaddar, Amina I.
Ghent, Bill L., ffl
Gibson, Daniel Barnaby
Godcher, Sarah E.
Golden, Margaret A
Gorman, Suzanne
Graziadei, John H.
Griffey, Catherine L.
Grigg, Justin L.
Grogan, William Harnlin
Gschwend, Katherine H.
Haller.JaredP.
Hansen,TinaL.
Hardy, Jennifer Lynn
Harkless, Kathryn F.
Harrington, KelliJ.
Henry, David A
Herring, MellisaS.
Hewitt, Elizabeth. C.
Hewitt, Michael W.
Higgins, Michael H.
Hirsch, Sarah S.

Hitchcock, Jennifer J.
Hodgdon, Peter M.
Holik, Debra A
Horling, Bryan C.
Howe, Cedric K
Hsu, Cynthia H.
Inchauste, Maria G.
Irvine-Robertson, Emma
Ives, Jonathan A
Jewett, Eric R
Johnson, Brian William
Johnson, Kristen M.
Kahl, Leah A
Kahn, Jeremy Michael
Kass, Lauren M.
Kenyon, Nathaniel D.
Kerin, Melissa R
Kessler, James E.
Khalid, OmarNiaz
Khouri, Tanya M.E.
Kinsella, Karalyn
Kitmitto, SamiT.
Knight, Peter A
Komposch, Nicole M.
Kowalski, KirstenTamara
Krawiec, Peter A
Kreisel, Adam R
Kurdziel, Michael
Kwok, Ling S.
Lantis, Amy R
Lawrence,, Clare S.
Lear, Mary Ellen
Levine, Andrew M.
Lifland, Elizabeth C.
Lilavois, Nicole Amira
Longhi, Sarah D.
MacEvitt, Christopher H.
Macaluso, Anthony
Mailloux, Renee C.
MaM, Kristin Marie
Malone, Mare E.
Manning, David K
Marinoff, Nathan D.
Martin, Joshua E.
Mature, Mario
Matveyeva, Daria
Vladiinirorna
Mauter, Nicole C.
McBride, Deborah Elizabeth
McGrath, Meghan E.
McKenna,Mo%C.
McNamara, Anne M.
McQuaid, Anne E.
Meachen, DanaD.
Messenger, Adam J.
Miller, Susan E.
Milner, Karen R
.
Moynagh, Kathleen M.
Naiman, Kara Sue
Nayar,Sanjay
Nicolls, Deborah J.
Novak, Daniel J.
Novak, Jennifer Susan
O'Brien, James M.
O'Connell, Aaron B.
O'Connell, lisa Marie
O'Kane, Pamela Kelly
O'Sullivan, Katherine E.

Ondricek, Adam K
Page, Melissa Anne
Peil, Annemarie
Pietrafetta, Matthew P.
Pitts, Brian J.
Porada, Mark E.
Priggen, Erica L.
Rabetz, Samantha Rachel
Raffln, Michael J.
Raymond, David A
Robertson, Michael E., n
Romita,PaulM.
Russell, Kristin M.
Saltourides, Eleni
Sandell, Anna L.
Sassi, Elizabeth A
Saulnier, Jean-Paul
Scalfani, Deborah A
Schmerl, Brenda Diane
Schneider, Rachel G.
Scholhamer, Kristen E.
Schumacher, Kristofer F.
Schusheim, Leana
Secrest, Amy C.
Sena, Joseph C, Jr.
Sferro-Crane, Courtney
Siegel, Rachel Arrean
Skelly, Christopher L.
Skowronski, Ellen K.
Snowise, Saul
Sobel, Janna L.
Stawasz, Pamela. L.

Sultan, Berin
Tedeschi, P. Stephen
Teller, Bret M.
TenBrink, Craig E.
Terranova, Leah J.
Thiele, MaryD.
Totman, Rachel
Tuch, David
VanderClute, Jeffrey
Vesely, Mark R
Vitiello, Domenic
Waggett, IanW.
Walsh, Heather L.
Wang, Andrew K
Welkis, Scott
West, Patrick B.
Wilkins, Aaron S.
Wizansky, Benjamin H.
Wold, Use H.
Wood, Louisa L.
Woodcome, Timothy J.
Zaino, Domenico, Jr.
Zaino, Michael
Zelenko, Alia
Zhu, Wei
Zia, Raana
Zimmerli, Renee A
Zoltowski, NeilJ.

Note:

•

For the fall of 1992,326 p^iple"

Stein, Justin B.
Strahom, Bradley S.
Sullivan, Paul J.

were on academic probation and 13
students took a "required leave" for
beingonacademicprobation for two
straight semesters.

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS!
Brunch 10am - 3pm
Full Menu 10am - 8pm

Great, Affordable Homemade
Diner Food
FREE!
Entree With Purchase Of
Another Of Same Or Greater Value. 15% Gratuity
On Total.

Serving Late
M-Th 11:30- Midnight
Fri 11:30 -3am
Sat 5:00-3am
STILL

. :•

5 Min. From Campus
267 Farmington Ave.
Hartford
Phone 241-8200

DOWN

UNDER

CLUB C^MET
..;

Hartford's Original Alternative
;
Music Dance Club
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Environmental Warriors Gird For Battle

Grinch Steals Christmas ConnPIRG Campaign To
Trees: The Hall Accused Prevent Weicker's Repeal
Of The Bottle Bill

was stolen. "St. Anthony's Hall denies any responsibility of the removal
of any tree from campus or the possesThis Christmas Season saw an sion of the said trees," said Duncan
outbreak of tree thefts on campus. Two Banfield'95. Dean Peters said he
trees were stolen, one from the presi- knew that The Hall steals a tree every
dents house and one from the CPTV lot, year at Christmas time, but that it was
while another from the President's house usually from out of state. "It is too
had some branches chopped off of it.
much of a coincidence to be anything
Building and Grounds, after be- else," said Dean Peters, "I am not
ing alerted that St. Anthony's Hall had accusing the Hall.of stealing the tree,
one of the trees, went over to investigate just of having a. stolen tree in. their
and found a wreath made of hemlock house."
branches on the door. ..
• •'. .: Dean Peters is disappointed by
Several students were later the Jack of responsibility shown by the
charged with taking part of the hem- Hall. He cites the actions that Pike
lock, and are being held punished ac- took concerning a similar incident. A
cordingly. Building and Grounds noti- • . tree was found outside of Pike' that
fied Dean Peters who went over to the perfectly matched the description of a
Hall and spoke with one of the fraternity tree that was stolen from the CPTV lot,
members.
downtothesupportwiregstillattached
' The Hall contended that they had •taftfie truiak. Dean Peters confronted
a tree originally, but had given it to Cleo tHe president of Pike who dehied knowto use. No members of Cleo were ing anything about the tree being stoBY MICAELA HEEKIN
News Writer

St. Anthony's Hall denies any responsibility of the
removal of any tree from campus or the possession of
the said trees. — Duncan Banfield, President
available when Dean Peters confronted
them.
A couple of days'later a tree was
found outside of Cleo, where the students had left it when they departed for
Christmas break.
Dean Peters called in the head of
Grounds; a certified arborist, to look at
the tree. It was identical to the one
missing from the President's lot; although, it was cut shorter. Obviously,
the tree could not have been, cut from
the wild due to the nylon around the
bottom.
After Christmas break, Dean Peters confronted a member of Cleo who
knew nothing about the tree being stolen. The only information Cleo had
about the tree was that it was given too
them by The Hall.
When Dean Peters confronted the
president of The Hall, he denied that it

len, but said that the house would take
full responsibility because the tree had
been in their possession.
Aspunishmentforstealinga tree,
Pike is required to pay for the tree and
damages, and will also do some environmental work for the community.
The Hall's punishment was originally much more severe and included
social probation but because of all the
confusion, the probationhas been lifted
and their punishment is now the same
as Pike's.
"This is not a court of law. I still
could be wrong, bull am going to hold
the Hall responsible for what was in
their possession," said DeanPeters "It's
not a perfect way, but it's the best way
I see possible. We understand when
students make mistakes, but we are
here for rnore than disciplinarians, we
are here to help educate, "

BY MATT HENRY
Copy Editor

Governor Weicker recently proposed to replace the current Bottle Deposit Law with a 5 cent tax on all beverage containers. Jake Johnston, ConnPIRG
(Connecticut Student Persona) Interest
Research Group) Organizer, expressed,
strong concern over this new proposal.
According to Johnston, Weicker's proposal is filled with good intentions, but
there are better alternatives.
"The Bottle Bill is an incentive for
people to recycle," Mr. Johnston said.
" [It] takes a 5 cent deposit on all be verage
containers, and when you bring them
back, you get the deposit back." According to Mr. Johnston, there are 10 states
that have the Bottle Deposit Law. Those
10 slates have 18% of the population and
2/3 of the nations recycling.
Governor Weicker's proposal, if
passed as a law, will remove the deposit
from beverage containers and instead
impose a tax. That tax will be used to
help fund the slate Department of Environmental Protection.
Mr. Johnston applauds Governor
Weicker's efforts to increase support of
this agency, he suggests that removal of
the Bottle Deposit Law will greatly harm
the slate's recycling efforts. "The Bottle
Deposit Law is one of the most effective
recycling laws in the country." Mr.
Johnston said.
Mr. Johnston said, "We'd like to
see the Department of 'Environmental
Protection supported 'by "a user fee for
environmentally harmful products."
Governor Weicker also proposes that
recycling be handled with a curbside
program. According to Weicker, this
removes the necessity for the Bottle Deposit Law. Mr. Johnston disagrees.
"Curbsiderecyclingprograms areproven
to be not as effective as states that have
the Bottle Bill. The most successful

curbside recycling program only recycles
39% of its available products."
The Bottle Bill was passed in 1980,
with most of the grass roots campaigning done in 1978 by Connecticut studenls. When the bill was passed, the
beverage industry was one of the stron-
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Currently, bottles have a five
cent deposit.

KELLY
COLLIS

gest opposers of this law. Now, according to Mr. Johnston, they are one of the
biggest supporters of this law. "The
beverage industry strongly supports [it]
because it has greatly reduced theircosts
for buying raw materials."
Mr. Johnston says of the Bottle Bill,
"it is a source of funding for many soup
kitchens and homeless shelters, and also
helps cut down on solid waste."
ConnPI RG clearly opposes the d ropping
of the Bottle Bill. "We applaud Governor
Weicker's intentions, but we feel lhat he
is going about it the wrong way," Mr.
Johnston added.

After 20 Years,Upward Bound Still Makes Its Mark
•BY JOHN B. "JAY" AKASIEII
Senior Editor

When Trinity sophomore Dave
Tuch landed a summer job working for
the Upward Bound program last year, he
never expected that he would be the
tutor supervisor he is now.

only reinforce what the students learn in
school, but also prepare them for future
classes, Tuch said.
Upward Bound was formed
twenty years ago. to prepare city high
schoolstudents forcollege. According to
transition counselor Jonah Cohen '89,
program applicants must meet certain

"It sets Hartford high school students on a, college path.
The program involves seminars and tutorials, and makes
the whole college application process much easier."
—Dave Tuch'95
:
"I grew attached to the program
and to the kids," he said. "It's incredible
to see how their lives have changed." .".
Tuch, along with fifteen other undergraduates, spends his free time assisting the Upward Bound sta f£,• The
program has grown considerably from
its beginnings in 1973 and is now a fixed
part of theTr inity campus.' .;
,; ,- "It sets. Hartford, high, school students on : a college path. The program
involves Seminars and tutorials, and
makes the whole college application process much easier," said Tuch.vv;V i
Approximately 135 students, from
Hartford Public, Weaver; and Bulkely
:: High Schools have been joined recently
i byBloomfield and^Wethqrsfield students
:;tp attend,.tutoring sessions three times li
week inMcGookHall. ^The'se'minars noY

standards/
Notonlymust they be first generation college-bound students in a fixed
economic level, but grade point averages
and en try test scores a re scrutinized. Only
20-30% of all applicants are accepted.
During the summer, members
spend six weeks on the Trinity campus
engaged in rigorous academic programs
to further prepare them for college. "It's
a really intense experience," said Tuch,
who was a counselor last summer.
"One of the reaspns they have a
residential community is to immerse the
students in an academic atmosphere.
Much of what they learn in high school
canbe deconstructed athome in the summer," he said.
"I think Upward Bound pointed
me in the right direction," said Joy Wright

'95. "Before the program, I never knew
what tools it took to come to college."
She said that the program's counselors made the difference for her. "They
really helped me ou I. They were some of
the biggest influences on me," she said.
Wright stated that her counselors encouraged her to come to Trinity, even
though she grew up right down the road.
"I never knew too much about
Trinity's academic reputation before my
counselors filled me in," she said.
For Dane Aiken '95, Upward
Bound not only helped him prepare for
college; it gave him his first glimpse of
the school he would eventually choose to
attend. "I knew a lot more about Trinity

dents. "Wccallit'reachingback/andit's
very common," said Tuch.
It was working as a summer counselor his sophomore year that Jonah
Cohen said got him involved full time
with theprogram. "I kept coming back.
If you tutor for only one summer, you
won't see what Upward Bound is reallly
about. You see the reward of it all when
you follow the kids through college," he
said.
One event that Cohen said he looks
forward to is a 20th reunion celebrating
Upward Bound's presence on theTrinity
campus this summer. Arnold Mitchum,
executive direclor of the National Council for Educational Opportunities Asso-

"Igot a chance to meet other high school students from
greater Hartford. I was also able to live away from home
on a college campus in the summer."
—Dane Aiken 95
than other colleges because of the program," said Aiken.
"I got a chance to meet other high
school students from greater Hartford. I
was also able to live away from home on
a college campus in the summer," he
said, referring to what he thought were
some of Upward Bound's strong points.
Upward Bound graduates even go
on to serve as counselors in the program
where they were once enrolled as stu-

ciation, will be the reunion's guest
speaker, he said.
"Mitchum is one of the reasons
we're doing so well," said Cohen, who
added that the Upward Bound 'Washington advocate' has helped secure state
funding for the program. Originally only
federally funded, the addition of state
aid allowed Trinity's Upward Bound to
include students from surrounding communities, Cohen said.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

portraits and still lifes in
various media depicting life in
a rural French village. Hours:
Monday through Friday, 11.
a.m. to 7:30 p.m., Saturday
12 noon to 5 p.m. Gallows
Hill Bookstore. Reception on
Thursday, February 11, at 5
p.m. Contact (203) 2975231

Wednesday February
17.— " Rainbow Sound :
Wom,en
Read at Trinity
Through February
College." Readings by
12.— Painting exhibition by
African-American
professor,
seniors Aurelia Fasano and
poet and novelist Sherley
Lindsey Marshall. 10 a.m. to
Ann
Williams, whose books
8 p.m. daily.— Mather
include "Dessa Rose," "the
Artspace, Mather Hall
Peacock Poems" and "Some
One Sweet Angel Chile."
Through February
And by the University of
19.—"The Roman Poet
MUSIC
Connecticut Professor of
Horace at 2000: Editions and
English Marilyn Aniek, author
Translations," an exhibition of
of
"Mama's Promises" and
Saturday February 20—
Latin editions of the poet's
"The Homeplace." 8 p.m.
work. Prepared by Watkinson Gospel Extravaganza in
honor of Black History Month Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts
Library. Monday and Friday,
will feature the Trinity College Center. Free Admission.
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Book signing and reception
Gospel Choir, Boston
Tuesday, Wednesday and
will follow. Information: (203)
College Gospel Choir and
Thursday, 9:30 a.m. to 8:30
local church choirs including 297-2408 or 297-2011.
p.m.
Hopewells Baptists and
theater
Unions Baptist's 6 p.m.
Through February
Washington Room, Mather
19,— "Faire Discoveries and
February 14.Hall. Sponsored by the
Fowle- Overthrowes': Indian- Trinity College Gospel Choir Samuel Beckett's play,
European in Northeastern
"Embers," directed by Trinity
and Pan- African Alliance.
America before 1800," an
Contribution of $1 or canned College Assistant Professor
exhibition of books and
of Psychology Etzel Cardena,
food will be donated to
manuscripts dating from 1556
and Terrence Mcnally's play,
charity.
to 1798. Prepared by
"Lips Together, Teeth Apart,"
Watkinson Library Assistant
PUBLICTALKS
presented by the Summit
Curator Margaret K. Powell.
Theater Ensemble, a student
Watkinson Library. Monday
group. 8 p.m. Garmany Hall,
Friday February 19— "The
and Friday, 9:30 a.m. to 4:30
admission:
$8; students and
Cultural Importance of
p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday
African American Museums" adults over age 60: $6. Box
and Thursday, 9:30 a.m. to
by Steve Newsome, a Trinity Office: (203) 297-2199
8:30 p.m.
College alumnus and director
of Anacostia Museum of
Through February 21,
Thursday February 18
African-American Art In
— "Minamata: The Historic
and Friday February 19—
Washington D.C. 4 p.m.
Photo essay by W. Eugene
"Miss Ida B. Wells ," a one
Rittenburg Lounge, Mather
Smith and Aileen M. Smith,"
act play about a turn-of- theHall. Free Admission. Part
photographs from the awardcentury
journalist and civil
of Black History Month at
winning photojoumalists'
Trinity College. Information: rights activist. Written by
landmark 1971-1974 photo
award-winning playwright
(203) 297-2001.
essay which chronicles the
Endesha Ida Mae Holland
catastrophic effects of
And
Performed By New
Thursday, February
World" Theater under the
industrial mercury poisoning
1 —Fiction Reading by
direction
of Roberta Uno. 8
on the fishing city of
Blanche McCrary Boyd,
p.m. Garmany Hall, Austin
Minamata, Japan. 1 p.m. to 5 author of "The Revolution of
Arts
Center. General
p.m. daily. — Widener
Little Girls," and writer- inadmission: $10; students and
Gallery, Austin Arts Center.
residence at Connecticut
Colleqe 4 p.m. Faculty Club, adults over age 60: $6 Box
Through Monday
Hamlin, Free Admission.
office: (203) 297-2199. A
March 15— "A Glimpse of Les | n f o r m a t j o n : (203) 297-2001. Center Artists Series
Gras, "recent artwork by
presentation.
Pamela Larson. Landscapes,
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lEGfUREi
Wednesday February
10,— The Faculty Lecture
Series presents
"Restructuring Schools in
Order to promote
Achievement and Equity," a
lecture by Professor David
Reuman, Dept. of
Psychology. Faculty Club,
4:00 p.m.
Monday February
15,— The American Studies
Program at Trinity will host a
panel discussion on issues of
race and poverty. The panel
will focus on three innovative
programs that attempt to
address areas of health,
economics and the law and
to minority communities.
Panelists include: Alice
Brown, assistant counsel of
the NAACP Legal Defense
Fund and Educational Fund;
Ms . Brown works with the
Poverty and Justice Program,
principally on matters
involving the intersection of
civil rights and poverty law;
Errol Louis of the National
Federation of Community
Development Credit Unions
and Cheryl Dorsey, a
physician,and D/raPte^ro^*'^^'
Famify Van-a mobile health
care unit in Boston, M.A. that
provides health care
screening for at risk mothers
of infants in Dorchester,
Roxbury and Mattapan. The
discussion will be held in
Rittenburg Lounge, Mather
Campus center, Trinity
College. This event is free
and open and open to the
public.
WOMEN'S CENTER

The Women's Center
at Trinity College is
announcing a Personal
Safety course for women. All
faculty, staff and students are
invited to attend this four
week self defense course. It
will include several areas of
assault prevention and
assertiveness training.
When? Every Thursday
evening from February 18 to
March 11, from 6:30- to 8
p.m. Wrestling room in Ferris
Athletic Center. Initial Fee is
$20, however, students
receive a $15 refund if they
complete the course. To
register, call ext. 2408.

Page 10
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Ethnic Segregation Not To Be Supported By US.
BY JAY WISE
Metro-Hartford Editor

A mere two weeks after I
pointed out how completely intractable the situation in Bosnia
had become, negotiators appear
to have settled on what could be
a peace initiative in the troubled
region.
While I wish I had this
much sway over other events
(Rush Limbaugh will NOT be
killed by a falling piano over the
next Iwo weeks), it is nonetheless hard to rejoice at the prospective settlement.
Indeed, one is reassured
by the careful handling of foreign policyneophyteBillClinton
of the issue, who has resolutely
resisted the temptation to declare the conflict over and score
easy political points. By refusing to lend support to what is
essentially a suspect process, he
has achieved his first foreign
policy success. One hopes that
the pundits who last week de-

clared the embryonic administration an utter failure will note
the even keel of the foreign
policy team in this particular
issue. Bill Clinton has said that
he will not support or detract
from the settlement, which is a
way of saying that he will not
pressure the Muslims (the only
party who have not agreed to
the proposal) to accept it.
The idea of the agreement
is that Bosnia-Hercegovina will
be cut up into ten autonomous,
ethnicallypureprovinces. When
you look at the way the province is cut up under the proposal, it alt looks like a jigsaw
puzzle gone horribly awry. The
Serbs get this piece of land, the
Croats this piece, and so on. One
sector in the proposal is multiethnic, provoking the idea that
if the proposal was ever agreed
to, the Croats, Serbs and Muslims would immediately go to
war over that one.
Itisnottoosurprisingthat
the nations of the world have

not thrown up their hands and
rejoiced at the proposed settlement. For one, the Serbs, Croats
and Muslims .have shown an
immense appetite for settlements, cease-fires, negotiations,
and compromises...for about the
first five minutes of their exist-

head of a pin. The United Nations negotiators (the U.N's
Cyrus Vance and Britain's Lord
David Owen) are doing a great
disservice by keeping it artificially alive.
But the instability of the
situation isn't the only reason

When you look at the way the province is cut
up under the proposal, it all looks like a jigsaw puzzle gone horribly awry. The Serbs get
this piece of land, the Croats this piece, and so
on.
ence. They go through these
things like some people go
through diets: a different one
every week.
Any agreement, then
would appear to be a house of
cards, waiting for one lonely
sniper to shoot the whole thing
to pieces. But this particular
settlement is not just jerryrigged;
it's unbelievably fragile, like a
house of cards, only built on the

for the reluctance of the United
States to stand firmly behind
such a settlement. The second
reason is a greater one, one that
extends far beyond broken,
ragged Bosnia. This country simply cannot support a solution
based so clearly upon ethnic segregation.
The ethnic hatreds of this
world must be gradually erased
through a better understanding,

not a greater segregation. To
accept something like the
Bosnian solution would be to
open the floodgates to this sort
of thing all over the world. Under this logic, if there are riots in
L.A, we should just turn Watts
into a separate district.
There are some who say
thai the fighting in the former
Yugoslavia is so bad that any
means necessary must be applied to stop the fighting, some
who argue that the niceties of
global cooperation are meaningless when confrontedby thesort
of carnage that goes on in Bosnia.
They are wrong. We stand a t the
dawn of a new era; any diplomacy is a precedent, a standard.
The path towards another ethnic war is paved with ethnic
separation, ethnic awareness,
ethnic prejudice.
To avoid another Bosnia,
we must not support the current
peace plan, For a beginner, Bill
Clinton seems to be doing pretty
well.

Society's Acceptance Of Gays Should Start With Forces
BY DAVID C. WOODHOUSE
World & Nation Writer

The ban on homosexuals
in the armed services will eventually be lifted and the armed
services will be better off for it.
There is no valid reason for keeping the ban. I joined the army
right out of high school in 1982
and was honorably discharged
from the 82nd Airborne Division as a sergeant in 1986. I am
no expert in military at'lhirs. I

simply have a similar experience as many others at Trinity
and in this country who have
served their country. 1 spent my
years in the service in a parachute infantry company doing
the regular monotonous garri- .
son duties that make the army
roll along. I also had many
memorable, and not necessarily
fun, limes out in the field.
The military is very different from civilian society due
to its undemocratic nature and
its goals. But it is very similar to
civilian life in that the people
within these military institutions
live, like most of us, within a
bureaucracy. The armed forces
are as diverse an institution as
exists in this country; it should
be the model for Integra tion and
equal rights for every other organization in this country. The
lifting of the ban on homosexuals will benefit the armed services. Because.of. the highly
bureaucratic nature of the military, it will be able to welcome
homosexuals into the ranks
freely and easily.
There is currently strong
opposition from the leaders of
our military to lifting the ban.
None of the reasons are good
enough to support the continuation of such a ban.
The best professional explanation is that lifting the ban
will undermine "good order and
discipline." Right now good
order and discipline are being
undermined because gays risk
losing their jobs if they report
acts of harassment or violence
since the investigation that
would follow would certainly
raise questions about the
victim's sexuality. Therefore,

they refrain from reporting
criminal actions and the criminals are encouraged. Thearmed
forces a re under a different, and
more efficient, code of justice
than civilians.
The armed forces are the

where esprit de corps is developed and where mutual respect
or scorn is earned. Thisiswhere,
if the ban is lifted, soldiers will
learn thathomosexualsarenothing more and nothing less than
human beings. This is where

Having to share group showers with homosexuals is the same thing as having coed,
group showers. This tends to make some
people uneasy, and rightfully so.
closest thing to the true ideal of
bureaucracy in this country.
Bureaucratic forms of management minimize the human, emotional element from the decision making process and from
carrying out directives. The
problem now is that homosexuals are outside the protective
perimeters of the military code
of justice. They mustbeaccepted
within the framework of the
rules of the organization in order for the machine to work
properly. Once protected within
the rules of the organization, the
power inherent in the workings
of such a dehumanized,bureaucratic machine will protect the
vast majori ty of homosexuals in
the armed forces and mete out
proper justice to those who are
prone to express personal feelings via immoral and criminal
actions. The military code of
justice is strong enough to keep
good order anddisciplinein the
face of an institutional change
such as this.
There have been some
practical reasons put forth for
notliftingtheban. Theseprimarily have to do with the exclusively male combat units such
as those in infantry and artillery. There is no excuse whatsoever for not allowing homosexuals into units that are already
filled with both females and
males. It has been suggested
that there is close personal contact between men when out in
the field for extended periods.
This is true both emotionally and
physically.
On the emotional level,
the men are often put through
grueling and extended periods
of deprivation. This is the place

they will find out that the d ifferences between straights and
gays are no more different than
the different preferences in their
personal lives.
The physical aspects are
the only relevant reasons for not
lifting the ban. But these are
only logistical problems. One
such problem has to do with
showering. Having to share
group showers with homosexuals is the same thing as having
coed, group showers. This tends

to make some people uneasy,
and rightfully so. Group showers will have to go. Put up
shower stalls. Of course, this
will cost money, and a hue and
cry will be raised about the cost.
This will probably be the first
time in history that the military
will turn down money voluntarily.
The issue of sleeping
berths on combat ships has also
beehraised. Evidently, they use
triple bunks in close proximity
to each other. As long as you're
not sleeping three men to a bed,
there is no problem here. On
field operations in cold months,
many soldiers double up in
makeshift sleeping bags made
out of ponchos and poncho liners. These are very light weight
and are shared with one another
to conserve body heat and also
to economize space in individual
rucksacks. It is amazing how
warm these flimsy sleeping bags
are even when sleeping in cold,

wet weather. In this case, the
homosexual in the platoon is
probably going to have to bring
a few extra blankets out in the
field with him. The military is a
goal oriented society that has
had broad experience in numerous logistical problems, the
problems mentioned here are
well within the problem solving
range of our military leaders.
.Another reason for not lifting the ban is that the homosexual lifestyle will offend the
more religious soldiers. The
armed forces are not some bastion of morality used to shelter
oneself from the world. Many
of the seriously religious soldiers are well aware of this fact.
These soldiers, above all, know
what it is like to be different
from the majority of fellow soldiers. To live according to a
strict code of faith while serving
in the military and living in the
barracks is to stand out among
please turn to page II

FEATURING
BRICK OVEN PIZZA

956-60QG
HOURS
Mon-Thurs 11:30-10:00
Fri & Sat 11:30-11:00
Sun 5:00-9:00

939 Maple Avenue
Hartford, CT 06114
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US. Military Policy Is Marijuana: A True Evil?
An American Tragedy
BY A.C. PALE
World & Nation Writer

BY PAT GARRAHY
World & Nation Writer

simply looking at someone, one can tell
if that person is a homosexual or not is
wrong. This sentiment points to the
We the people of the United States prejudicial aspect of the treatment of
pride ourselves on many things. We homosexuals in the military.
hold many ideas and conditions to be
The idea is that "they're differparticularly "American."
ent-you can telljustby looking at them."
Foremost among these are our We all agree that if you judge someone
patriotism, our devotion to liberty and simply by the color of his or her skin,
the guarantee in our Constitution which that act is prejudicial. So, what is the
promises freedom to all regardless of difference in treating someone differ-t
race, creed or color. Nowhere is this ently because of his or her sexual orienpatriotic fervor more openly expressed tation? Secondly, the argument that
than in the ranks of the Armed Forces of the readiness of the U.S. Military will
the United States of America. A force be appreciably decreased if homosexumade up entirely of volunteers who have als are allowed to serve in it is simply a
vowed to defend the United States "from manifestation of the prejudicial paraall enemies, be they foreign or noia expressed in the first case. The
domestic/'Unfortunately, it seems that association made is that homosexuals
the military regards homosexuals as one are somehow "morally wrong" and
of these "domestic enemies" for which ultimately unfit. Thus, the warped logic
it must constantly keep i ts guard up, lest concludes that their presence can only
they (so the thinking goes) infiltrate the be a handicap to the performance of
system and destroy it. Having myself military units.
served in the U.S. Military; from 1986 to
Troops have stated that they
1990 as an active duty member of an wouldn't be able to do their job propInfantry Regiment in the United States erly if they had to work with homoMarine Corps, and from 1990 through sexuals. They argue that it would serve
to the present in the Marine Corps Re- as a distraction, and that in combat,
serve, I am compelled to address some distractions are deadly.
issues concerning the ban on homosexuI have a very large problem with
als in the military and to point out some this type of thinking. First of all, every
disturbing facts.
member of the U.S. Military is supIn 1982, the U.S. Military issued a posed to be a professional. Soldiers,
directive which prohibits homosexuals sailors, airmen and particularly mafrom military service. Those convicted rines are instructed from day one that
of homosexual activity or of being ho- obedience to orders and to authority is
mosexual can be dishonorably dis- their primary function.

...During the last decade about 15, 000 homosexuals
have been discharged from military service. There is
absolutely no evidence that homosexuals perform at
substandard levels compared with "straight" soldiers,
sailors, airmen, or Marines.
:harged from service under The Uniform Code of Military Justice.
In its February 1,1993 issue U.S.
News & World Report cited figures which
indicate that during the last decade
about 15, 000 homosexuals have been
discharged from military service. So
you may wonder, where is the equality,
liberty and justice which is stipulated in
the Constitution as inalienable for all
citizens, for these men and women?
The first thing you will most likely
hear from a proponent of the ban on
homosexuals in the military is that it is
different from the historical exclusion
of African-Americans and women from
the Armed Forces. The January 28,1993
issue of The New York Times quotes a 23
year old airman saying, "that was racism against the blacks, just prejudiced
thinking...We're not that way at all. We
just don't like homosexuals." Big difference right? Wrong. It is entirely the
same. Let's face it, discrimination is
discrimination, regardless of the justification used in an attempt to make it
seem otherwise.
There is absolutely no evidence
that homosexuals perform at substandard levels compared with "straight"
soldiers, sailors, airmen, or marines.
What does exist, however are several
mistaken assumptions abouthomosexuals in the military. Two popular ones
which I will attempt to address here are:
(1) That homosexuals act or appear visibly different from "straight" troops.
(2) That allowing homosexuals to serve
in the military will lead to a decline in
the "fighting ability" of units. These
assumptions are en rirely unfounded and
extremely disheartening.
In the first case, the idea that by

Discipline is the key factor which
separates the recruit before training
from the professional soldier which
emerges after training. I find it very
hard to believe that a professional soldier, who will follow orders to advance
headfirstinto hostile gunfire, would be
distracted by the presence of a homosexual in the ranks. Professionals
should not be distracted at all. I remember being told long ago by my
Drill Instructor, "You don't get paid to
think, you get paid to follow orders." I
don't think that basic premise has
changed much in the last seven and a
half years.
Finally, continuing with this idea
of professionalism, it seems only obvious that in a field as important as national defense and combat operations,
where death is always a possibility,
policy would dictate thatonly the most
qualified personnel should perform any
job.
Unless someone can be proven
technically, physically or psychologically incapable of performing his or her
job to required specifications, there
should be absolutely no restrictions
whatsoever placed upon that person.
It occurs to me that in the 15, 000 or so
cases where homosexuals have been
discharged from the military, it is entirely possible that much less qualified
personnel have taken their places. Jf I
were in a situation where my life could
possibly rest in the hands of my fellow
troops, I would definitely hope that
person was entirely capable of doing
his or her job. I don't think someone^;
sexual orientation would be my primary concern if my safety or well-being were on the line.

Marijuana. This drug is looked
upon as a social evil. The recent Republican administration spent an exuberant
amount of money on the war against
drugs, much of it to stop the flow of
marijuana into this country. Based upon
scientific, economic and social evidence
in conjunction with a new executive office, marijuana can and should be made
a legal drug.
One of the facets of the marijuana
legalization battle is based on physiological and morphological findings of the
biologists o f our era. By studying human
biology one would find the presence of
cannabinoid receptors in brain cells.
Brain receptors, like other receptors in
the body, elicit a physiological effect in
response to being bound by the ligand
they are specific for. For instance, when
insulin, a pancreatic hormone, binds to
insulin receptors, free glucose in the blood
is taken up into cells. The resulting physiological effect of insulin is the lowering
of blood sugar levels. Similarly, the binding of cannabinoids to their respective
receptors in brain cells produces another
physiological effect. Those effects include sedation and hallucination, Simply put, the sedative aspects of marijuana include the stimulation of some
brain areas while others are dampened.

Economically, the war waged by
the last two presidential administra tions
has bled this country of money. Much of
the effort to stop the threat of drugs was
put towards blocking our borders to the
smuggling of marijuana into the U.S.
The country could make quite a bit of
money by legalizing marijuana. It poses
noaddictive threats to users and for them
it is fun. By legalizing marijuana the
'nl will be able to lax the sale ul
it and grantperrruls to private Mndown-

ers to grow the plant for personal use
only. Now, by not being able to tax the
black-market sold drug, the government
is losing out on a bundle of money. I
would rather see money come from some
place like this instead of from cuts on
social security or medical insurance.
Socially speaking, pas t genera tions
have created an atmosphere of fear and
apprehension over marijuana. Our society allows the consumption of alcohol
and use of tobacco products. These two
drugs are extremely addictive. One of
the main reasons marijuana cannot get
legalized is because there is no lobbying
power in Congress to do so. The major
beer corporations use theirmoney to help
make sure marijuana is never backed in
Congress. The reason: The only legally
available drug with the same affect as
marijuana is alcohol. If marijuana was
legalized, alcohol sales would go down
without a doubt.
It seems funny and sad that our
country allows two highly addictive and
dangerous drugs to be used but scorns
marijuana. Why is marijuana looked
down on? It seems that the use of marijuana is seen as being for pure pleasure.
That is correct outside of the drug's medicinal uses. Forsome reason the thought
of pleasure is seen as evil. If you enjoy
having a good time you're called hedonistic. And I say so what?
The use of marijuana should beby
choice. If you are twenty-one you can
legally drink, if you are eighteen you can
use tobacco products, but everyone
knows that underage individ uals use and
in some cases abuse these two drugs.
Everything allowed us by the government can have a choice made about it.
Now we're waiting for another allowance. Maybe through ourchoiceof a new
president we'll gel more allowances and
impuilanl deusums will lie made individtezylly,.

Homosexuals In The Military
continuedfrom page 10

the rest. Many of these men also put up
with much mild harassment by their
peers due to the way they choose to live.
But they are treated fairly, and protected,
by the system.
There have also been some completely biased, ignorant, and foolish reasons put forth by various people for not
lifting the ban. One was the fear of men
being contaminated wi th HIV by the flying bits of flesh and blood of a homosexual comrade in arms while he is being
blown apart on the battlefield. Maybe
those who really worry about this will
form a committee to eradicate the many
whorehouses which seem to sprout up
around military bases, thereby further
reducing the probability of the spread of
AIDS.
It has also been stated that gays are
too promiscuous for the military's code
of ethics. The majority of the armed
forces are made up of young men and
women in theirlate teens and early twenties, and most are not seriously religious.
Fromiscui ty is alive and well in the armed
forces regardless of sexual preferences.
There is also the fear that homosexuals in uniform will be holding hands
and kissing while onduty. If heterosexuals do it, then let's let homosexuals do it.
The fact is that the military is staffed by
highly trained professionals who are well
aware, regardless of sexuality, of what
constitutes inappropriate behavior on the
job.
There is no valid reason in support
of the ban on homosexuals in the armed
forces. The military code of justice and
the bureaucratic na ture inherent in these
organizations will help rather than hinder
the implementation of this change. Homosexuals should be given the right to,
serve and sacrifice for their country. The
current view of the chiefs of the armed

services that homosexuals are acceptable as long as they stay in the closet,
because to come out of the closet would
be to undermine "good order and discipline," is cowardly, hypocritical, and
wrong.
By ignoring and criminalizing the
sexuality of a segment of their popular
tion, our military leaders are putting
homosexuals in a physically dangerous
situation. Thearmed forces are the mod el
for diversity and fair treatment in this
country. Therearenoproblemsinherent
in this issue that cannot be solved by our
military leaders.

WHEN DRINKING,
CALL A FRIEND.

OR GET A RIDE
WITH A
STRANGER.

Drinking and riding can lead to a
loss of license, a conviction, or
even worse. When you drink, get
a ride with a friend. It's ^
the best call you can make.
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION^
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AMarvelous Culmination Of Ten Years' Work...

Trinity Awed By Bill T. Jones/
Arnie Zane Dance Company
BY SUNNY ASGHAR
Arts Editor

Tte Vanishing Catches Ycwir Eye;
Loaded Weapon Shoots Blanks

Valerie Williams as Renaissance dance
consultant, the piece begins with the
ambiance of the Renaissance and Baroque periods and draws on the vocabulary and structure of social dances a ttributed to those particular time periods.
Soon, however, the Fete (party) is brought
into the twentieth century with frenetic
movements and an inventive use of
partnering unfamiliar to the choreography of Bill T. Jones.
The presentation of the piece is
proven more authentic by the remarkable costumes that hint of the era made
by Liz Prince, with music by Rich
Goodheart and Paul Lansky, with a striking set design by Gregory Bain. The
piece was performed by all the company
dancers.
The choreographic direction certainly kept the stage busy with intrigues
amongst all the dancers, which is typical
of Renaissance-style movement; however, one could see that the intrigue or

It is a rare treat for Trinity students
to view the performance of a worldrenowned company such as the Bill T.
Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company, but
one could tell that every single moment
of the Friday, February 5 performance
By Chris Rau and Nicole Criscione
was relished by the audience.
Tripod Film Critics
I was told later by Sean Curran,
the choreographic assistant and princiChris:
pal dancer of the company, that Bill T.
This week's review is a little different. For one, my usual partner, Dana, is
Jones himself unfortunately couldnolbe
extremely sick, and was unable to attend the movie. Her place will be taken by
present as he had just returned that
Nicole, a more than able replacement, who we have actually been grooming for
afternoon after choreographing a piece
just this occasion for several weeks. The second difference is that we are going to
in
Florence, Italy. Despite the artistic
review two movies this week instead of one. I just couldn't decide between The
director's
absence, the company found
Vanishing and Loaded Weapon 1, so we saw both in one day. Actually, we saw both
nothing lacking in its performance. The
in a matter of five hours in one afternoon.
I will talk about Loaded Weapon 1 first, because it won't take long. This movie passionand zeal of each fluid movement
is just plain horrible. For those of you who liked Airplane, Naked Gun, Hot Shots, in every piece was certainly appreciated
Vacation, or any other comedy released in thelast ten years, do yourself a favor and by the enraptured audience.
One could never guess from the
skip Loaded Weapon. 1 think Steel Magnolias had more comedy than this film. I have
enthralling dance performance that the
watched Public Television that was funnier. Other than a few surprising cameos,
the film had no real entertainment value. 11 was only 83 minutes long, and I could
barely stand to sit in my seat any longer. I can only hope that National Lampoon
With a quirky musical score by David Cunningham and a
did not really try on this movie. To go from Animal Housetothis is a move that can
stark computer-generated film by visual artist Gretchen
only precede the end of an era. The 80's are dead. Maybe we should just buy
ourselves a video storeand forget paying for comedy at the theater. I give this film
Bender, Freedom of Information, Section III is crammed
no stars, no anything; i I docs not merit any kind of rating. Even the previews were
horrible. Did you know that they were making Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles III? with kinetic, visual, passionate information.
I think the world is coming to an artistic end.
The other film we saw this week was The Vanishing. This movie surprised dancers had practiced only four hours action of the couples was soon dispelled
before for this performance. Sean after the movement took on a modern
me. It was even better than 1 had hoped. The strange thing was that it was almost
Curran, however, said that it was very twentieth-century performance style.
two hours long, and when we left we were both waiting for more. The movie was
over, but I felt empty, like I was missing something. For anybody who saw Cape easy to dance for an audience such as Law rence Goldhuber was to later tell me
Fear, I think 77ft' Vanishing is belter. Cape Fear was just gross instead of suspenseful.oursbecause the "energy thatcame from that the company was always eager to
The Vanishing really gels inside your head and freaks you out, and Jeff Bridges is the room was amazing; and dancers can see how they were perceived by different audiences and whether "differentalways feel and appreciate that."
a great villain; very scary, and very believable. He may not have the power of
The repertoire began with Red audiences attained different understandDeNiro, bul he allows those around him to become part of the movie, too, which
Room, a solo work, first choreographed ings of the many dance pieces."
in the end makes for a belter fiVm.
.'•,
The Fete piece was seen by many
by Bill T. Jones in 1987,'"to music comTheplotof Ihefilm isrelativelysimple;ifyouhaveseen ihecommercialsyou
posed by Robert Longo and Stuart as a commentary on present day delinnow vvhiil if'siibouf. A girMiwappcws, her boyfriend searches for her for years,
Argabright. Described by Clive Barnes eations from traditional culture; almost
nd her kidnapper finally finds the boyfriend and gives him a chance to find out
as "a dense and passionate a conscious move by twentieth-century
he truth. In the middle of all this, the boyfriend falls in love with a new girl, even
solo...impressive for its performance as youth to try and establish their own set
hough his life is controlled by the memory of his lost love. The amazing part of
his movie for me was that so little happened, and yet I was so interested. Kiefer
well as choreography," Red Room is of customs and beliefs. However, while
iiitherland gives a solid performance, and Jeff Bridges carries the film.
performed in a dramatic setting created talking to Lawrence Goldhuber, I was
1 am going to give The Vanishing three cups of coffee. See the movie, and you by a red drop, designed by Robert Longo told that the company wanted to present
and Steve Brownless, draped along the pure dance forms and pieces and not
vill understand the rating. I think this film will surprise you. It's long, and yet you
back of the stage. It was performed by consciously make a social commentary,
feel like there is so much more to understand. It spends lots of time on character
dancer Maya Saffarin, a native of Seattle he claimed that "we leave that for the
development, and yet is not boring. The ending is a little cheesy, and yet it's cute,
oo. I guess all 1 can say is to give this movie a chance, and judge for yourself. No
who has been with the dance company audience to determine themselves."
matter what, you will be more entertained than if you go to see Loaded Weapon 1. since 1989. Ms. Saffarin, who trained at
While the audience felt that noththe University of Washington and later ing could actually compete with the Fete
received her B.F. A. at the Cornish Insti- dance piece, Dances With Brahms quickly
Nicole:
So we went to see The Vanishing. Some people say that if you don't have tute, later remarked that the energy in dispelled that notion. Choreographed
the room had been a factor for her ener- in 1983 by Bill T. Jones, it is a pivotal solo
peace of mind then you will go crazy. Peace of mind is hard enough to find in real
getic and focused performance, and cer- work inspired by a Brahms' piano solo.
life when a couple breaks up. In the case of Jeff Harriman (Kiefer Sutherland), who
ta inly her fluid d ancer's training coupled Dances With Brahms was a stark, serene,
had to endure the questioning of why his girlfriend left and whether or not she is
still alive, this cliche is apropos. When his girlfriend, Diane Shaver, disappears
with elements of modern ballet attested fluid piece that was performed by Anwhile a t a gas station, he becomes obsessed with finding her. After three years and
to that.
drea Woods.
a current girlfriend, Rita, he is still haunted by his past.
Next in the program was the The
Woods, a native of Philadelphia
Gift/No God Logic, first choreographed in and a magna cum laude graduate of
Enter the new girlfriend who is an Amy Grant look-alike. She is a spunky,
1987 by the late Arnie Zane, and set to Adelphi University, added impact and
clever woman who is in love with Jeff. When she first meets him at the diner, she
arias from Verdi's La Forza del Destino. grace to the accompanying Brahms piece
plays a mother figure who tells him to drink his milk. Then we see them moving
in together. One part of the movie I didn't like was when she starts to scream at
The choreography presents an austere, with her strong and calculated moveJeff telling him she isn't as smart as he is. She shows more ingenuity than Kiefer
highly formalistic quartet that succeeds ments. The piece, originally performed
because she thinks on her feet.
in conveying vast and powerful emo- by Bill T. Jones, has now been tailored for
tional states. The choreography was individual members of the company.
Jeff Bridges's voice grated on my nerves. His character, Barney Cousins, has
complemented by DemianAcquavella's
a weird mouth deformation which adds convincingly to his deranged kidnappei
The piece was followed by Freepersonality. The eerie music heightens Bridges' conniving, sick plans and actions
simple and elegant black costumes and dom Of Information, Section III, choreoBoth Chris and I saw the similarities between Cape Fear and The Vanishing Robert Wierzal's ethereal lighting. The graphed by the late Arnie Zane. This
Instead of the boat in Cape Fear, there is a lake cabin, (but nothing like the cabin in piece was performed by dancers Arthur was the final section of a full-evening
The Bodyguard). Let's just say that both Bridges and DeNiro are psychotic. Jusl Alviles, Sean Curran, Heidi Latsky and work. With a quirky musical score by
remember: when you least expect to see someone over your shoulder - you will
Jeffery McLamb. Arthur Aviles, a native David Cunningham and a stark comInstead of leaving the theater with a pit in my stomach, as I did with Cape New Yorker whoTeceived his education puter-generated film by visual artist
at Bard College under Jean Churchill, Gretchen Bender, Freedom of Information,
Fear, I just left wanting more. Don't get me wrong, I did like the movie. I don'
Lenore La timer, Albert Ried, Susan Section III is crammed with kinetic, viknow what would have made me more satisfied, I liked the characters and the plo
because it certainly isn't the typical romantic film with the hero and the heroine
Osberg and Aileen Passloff, has been sual, and passionate information.
riding off into the sunset. Ok, I do admit the cheesy ending isn't appropriate fo
with the company since 1987 and reBender's simple, yet elegant ania suspense movie.
marked that he "loved what he did."
mation not only enhances the piece, but
I give The Vanishing three and a quarter cups of coffee. It was intense and
The powerful piece with its juxta- appears to envelop the stage. The piece
captured my attention for the entire movie.
positions of Verdi's shifting melodies was re-staged by Bill T. Jones in 1990 and
Loaded Weapon 1 is a sorry excuse for a National Lampoon movie. I fount conveyed levels of joy, pain and every the costumes for the piece were designed
myself falling asleep at certain parts. I really don't have much to say about th
day human emotion which was cap- by Bill T. Jones and Arnie Zane.
movie. Throughout the movie, which features Emilio Estevez acting realh
tured and almost welded into many difUnlike the first piece, Red Room,
stupid, there are cameo appearances by many famous people- from Bruce Willii
ferent forms of movement by the danc- where Saffarin's figure was androgynous
to Dr. Joyce Brothers. Oh, and then there was Erik Estrada from CHiPS. These littl
ers.
and could be easily identified as either
interludes added to the movie but didn't make up for its lack of substance. Let'
The next piece, Fete, is one of the male or female the stark reali ty of the ity;
hope there isn't a Loaded Weapon II.
most recently choreographed pieces.
please turn to page 13
Choreographed by Bill T. Jones with
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Five Connecticut Student Poets Present Their Works
BY KRISHNA KACZMARSKI
Arts Writer

This past Wednesday, February 3,
the Connecticut Student Poets gave a
reading of their works at the Faculty
Club in Hamlin Hall.
A prestigious honor, the five poets were chosen to participate in the
reading circuit after first being nominated by their respective schools and
then competing in a state-wide contest
for the opportunity.
The poets, Lawrence Fahey from
Manchester Community College, Elizabeth Joh from Yale University, Rafael
Oses from Hartford Art School, Becky
Rodia from Fairfield University, and
Patricia Sullivan from Southern Connecticut State University, brought different viewpoints and perspectives from
their backgrounds that were both
complementary and exciting in their
combination.
Rafael Oses began by reading a
poem by Hartford native Wallace
Stevens in a show of solidarity for Hartford poets, since Oses himself is a resident of Hartford.
Hartford, however, is the extent
of their similarities.
Oses' poetry is reminiscent of a
trip through the subconscious; snippets
of thoughts and ideas are loosely tied
together in his stream of consciousness.
His poem "This Big" takes one on
a fanciful trip around the globe in an

atlas conjured up during his
childhood musings of the
world around him. It is his
random inspirations and
vivid flashes of description
that characterize his wonderfully entertaining yet serious
poems.
Serious could not be
used to describe the poetry
of Lawrence Fahey, the performer in the bunch. He professed this to be his first time
reading his work publicly, yet
he amazed those there with
his wit and confidence, and
left the room in an uproar
with his humorous collection
that included "Drugstore
Love" and "Murder in the
Bowling Alley."
Elizabeth Joh, in contrast, had the audience not Connecticut Student Poets at the Faculty Club
KELLY COU.IS
laughing, but pausing and
thinking after her powerful, yet short the individual emotional reaction was "How the Night Gets Behind Your
works.
emphasized.
Eyes."
Both works inspired a strong reacHer realistic descriptions inspired
All five also dabble in other forms
by conversations or personal experiences tion, the question is simply of where, the of creative expression; fiction, screenderived their intensity and power from head or the heart.
plays, performance art, etc.
Sponsored by the Poetry Center,
the combination of their brevity and carePatricia Sullivan, the final poet to '
ful choice of words.
read that evening, also gleaned much of the reading by this years' Connecticut
In her poetry, Becky Rodia con- her inspiration from personal and family Student Poets provided an invaluable
opportunity to showcase young literveyed a similar but more emotional and experiences.
Her work, too, evokes emotion in ary talent, as well as demonstrate the
heartfelt power.
Joh in her "Traces of the Primitive" the angry "Fallout," yet also captures remarkable sensitivity and ability of
captured the primal instinct that drives child-like musings and wonderings in youth.
us all, while in Rodia's "Escape Artist,"

Department Of Theater And
Dance Presents Embers And
Lips Together Teeth Apart
BYMARYARDRN
Arts Writer

Every so often, in contemporary
theater, a group of individuals comes
together whose united energy is so strong
and passionate that the production literally has a life of its own. This is the case
with the Summit Theater Ensemble, an
independent new student group the
Austin Arts Center is fortunate enough
to have performing in the drama Lips
Together Teeth Apart. The group consists
of Jennie Baker, John Socas, Kate Cadette,
and Jason Slavic, all of whom are seniors
planning on continuing their work with
theater upon graduation. Also included
in this rare group is junior Chris Hudaks,
the designer for the group's performance.
The play, Lips Together Teeth Apart,

Dr. Etzel Cardena, Assistant
Professor of Psychology
man so much that by the end of the
performance a real connection is felt
between the audience and the character,
according to director Etzel Cardena.
Embers is a Nobel prize winning story
written originally for radio in 1959 by
Samuel Beckett. Since then it has been
adapted for the stage and directed by
Assistant
Professor of Psychology Etzel
about Lips Together Teeth Apart is how it
treats the clash of mainstream middle Cardena.
The production of Embers is such
class America with homosexuality. Ofan
excellent
performance as it makes
ten times the heterosexual brother and
such
good
transitions
from the despair
sister are standing on the outside of the
the
man
feels,
to
his
bouts
of dark huwindows feeling different, estranged as
mor, to the trivialities of his life. Samuel
they peer in at the homosexual commuBeckett, as well as being one of this
nity. For once, the majority is feeling
century's foremost writers is an excelwhat it is like to be in the shoes of the
lent psychologist. His portrayals of inminority. Lips Together Teeth Apart is a.
ner life are uncanny in their accuracy.
drama with a unique and interesting
Embers, and Lips Together Teeth
twist, made even more dynamic by the Apart will be performed back to back on
actors performing.
theevenings of February 11 through the
The second production of the 14 in Garmany Hall at the Austin Arts
evening is entitled Embers, the story of an Center at Trinity College. Both producold man's reflections of life's despair, tions are free to the Trinity student comlost connections, and obsessions. The munity.
story delves deeply into the life of the old

is a drama dealing with the issues of
homosexuality, AIDS, and racism in the
United States. The main characters in
the production are the brother and sister
of David, a homosexual male who has
died of AIDS. The play takes place at the
weekendhome of the deadbrotherwhich
isa predominantly homosexual community.
What is so special and original

Dance Company's Tenth
Anniversary Extravaganza
continued from pane 12

but also for its dancers, whose eclecticism seems lo be a parl of Ihe company
tradi lion. 11 is easy to see how, in i Is ten-year history, the company,has won three
New York Dance and Performance (Bessie ) awards for outstanding performers.
Finally, it is true that works of art prove inspirational for those who arc
lucky enough lo view, appreciate, and undersland them, and we al Trinity are
lucky enough lo do just that. We somclimcs forget that we are surrounded by
worksof art in everyday life and tend to view art as only the beautiful and striking
canvases that grace for example the walls of the New York Metropolitan Museum. Itis refreshing to see that a modern dance company, with its different and
at times refreshingly shocking tempo, brought us the everyday art of "living"
amongst different groups whom would go unnoticed by us. It was even more
refreshing to see members of a sometimes conservative Trinity body applaud
and appreciate their presentation from the heart.

Blanche McCraiy Boyd
Author of
The Revolution of little Girls
will be reading from her
works Thursday
February 11 at 4:00 p m in
the Faculty dub, Fiarnlin
HalL
Book signing will follow.
Refeeshments provided.
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The Tap Cafe: Social Alternative FlatTire: SGATables
First Culture Car Motion
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say that their bar attracts more
of the juniors and seniors and
definitely more locals than the
View.
Trinity students and locals, "mingle well together for
themostpart,"statedJodi. Trinity students come in and consume both the alcohol and the
beverages. The football team
will come in for dinner every
once in a while as well. Some
just come in to watch

Compact Disk Jukebox that
hosts a great variety of song
selections.
Probably the greatest atThis week, I visited the Tap
in order to allow Trinity students tribute the Tap has is the maa clearer perspective on a bar hogany bar and barstools in the
that may be a bit more obscure front. There are two big T.V.'s
lhan the View. Open seven days that screen sporting events and
a week, the Tap provides a mel- appropriately enough, the
low atmosphere where localsand Cheers theme song was playstudents can drink, play darts, ing when I dropped in. The
play video games, and relax af- bartenders are friendly and
ter a long day of classes.
BY KELLY CANRIGHT
Metro-Hartford Editor

Located on New \'m

met

a

Britain Avenue, the Tap

faf ofJ c\ose

friends
J

at sports and have a drink

-

with their friends.

conveniently located Trinity. It's always good tO meet
TheTapappears
to be a very mellow alright across the street new peOvle.-]odi Greenberg
from Clemens dormitory,
'
It has been called the Tap for the
last ten years and before that, it
was known as the Corner Tap
Cafe.
The famous Budweiser
Shamrock lights up the window
for all to come inside to a warm
and inviting atmosphere. The
floors in the Tap are well-carpeled. There are six tables in the
front and nine in the back where
[hose who frequent this establishment can talk and drink.
There are two videogames in the
back: Big Event Golf and Vindicators, bul most people are too
busy with Ihedart board to heed
much attention. In the front,
there is a pinball machine and a

'
°
never hesitate to serve you the
best food and beverages.
I was fortunate enough
to speak to Jodi Greenberg, a
woman who has lived in Hartford fortwelveyears. She tends
bar at the Tap and loves the
atmosphere.
Their most popular beers
are Bud Light and RollingRock,
and their most popular pitcher
is Na tu ral Light. Thei r cus tomers also like late night nachos,
sandwiches, and baskets of
french fries.
Jodi says, " I've met a lot
of close friends at Trinity. It's
always good to meet new
people." Employees of the Tap

ternative to the View,
which tends to be aa very
crowded bar that is always filled
with people from Trinity. With
a more elegant atmosphere and
a quieter setting, where you can
actually have a conversation
without screaming to the person like they were across the
interstate, the Tap gives students
a place to get away from the
whole social scene and relax
with just a few close friends.
I would recommend the
Tap for its excellent service and
warm environment. Next time
you feel like a meal away from
Mather or a drink away from
the hustle and bus tie of the View,
try the Tap; it is likely to pleasantly surprise you.

3Y METRO-HARTFORD STAFF
The Student Government Association voted last Tuesday
to table a motion to recommend to the Dean of Students that a
"culture car" program be initiated. The move means that the
m'otipn has been suspended indefinitely, the recommendation
centered around the potential destinations of a "culture car."
The motion, which would have recommended that the
"culture car" visit the Super Stop and Shop, Westfarms Mall, a
string of boutiques in West Hartford, and then downtown, was
first amended two times, as both Super Stop and Shop and the
boutiques were eliminated from the proposal.
Several objections were raised at the meeting, among them

Several objections were raised... among them
the thought that the phrase "culture car" was
a misnomer. One delegate pointed out that the
car visited no actual cultural spots in Hartford.
the thought that the phrase, "culture car" was a misnomer. One
delegate pointed out that the car visited no actual cultural spots
in Hartford. '
Another argued that students would be left waiting at
Super Stop and Shop for an hour as the culture car ventured from
spot to spot. Several objections were raised when the idea of
going to the University of Harford was brought up.Finally, when
people started discussing the exact times that the car might visit
each place, the motion was tabled.
The vote surprised many in the committee, particularly
those who had brought the suggestion up, hoping it would be a
simple vote of confidence to assure Dean Winer and other administration officials who had only desired a simple vote1 of confidence from the student body.

Weicker Hits Congress, Budget Snag
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Hartford
Cinema City
Damage(R)
Flirting(NR)
Howard's End(PG)
The Crying Game(R)

1:45,4:15,7:00,9:30
1:30,4:00,7:15,9:20
1:00,3:45,6:50,9:40
1:15,3:30,7:30,9:50

East Hartford
Buster's Pub & Cinema
Leap of Faith(R)

7:30, 9:30

Showcase Cinema
Aladdin(G)
3:00, 5:00, 7:20,9:15
Scent of a Woman(R)
1:15,4:10,7:00,9:50
Nowhere to Run(R)
3:05,10:05
A Few Good Men(R)
1:30,4:15,7:05,9:45
Alive(R)
1:40,4:25,7:15,9:55
Lorenzo's Oil(PG-13)
1:35,4:30,7:10
Used People(PG-13)
1:45,4:20, 7:50,10:15
Sniper(R)
1:25,3:25,5:25,7:45,10:10
Children of the Corn 2 (R) 1:05,5:05,7:55,10:20
Matinee(PG)
1:10,3:15,5:20,7:25,9:30
Loaded Weapon 1(R)
1:20,3:10,5:10,7:40,9:35
Sommersby(PG-'13)
1:55,4:35,7:20,9:40
The Vanishing(R)
1:50,4:40,7:30,10:00
•
West Hartford
Elml&2
Enchanted Apxil(PG)
Passenger 57(R)
.
, . LeapofFaith(PG-13)
Herp(PG-13) ,'; ,'. . ;,
' The Mighty Ducks(PG)

state public schools, a move designed to address many of the
grievances of the plaintiffs in
Amidst a series of affronts the Sheff »;' O'Neill case curdelivered lo him by (he Stale rently in process.
Legislature, Lowell Weicker deThe speech came just a
livered his annual budget to the few hours after Democrats in
state legislature this past the state house passed a bill raisWednesday night, marking ing income taxes on the top 18%
what could be the start of of income earners in ConnectiConnecticut's own gridlock cut, while lowering it for the
problem.
middle class. In his speech,
The budget makes deep Weicker noted the proposal, and
cuts in welfare, and new taxes departed from his prepared
on cans, bottles, cigarettes and speech to "lecture" lawmakers
alcohol. Concurrent to the bud- on fiscal responsibility, in a mangel is Weicker's proposed bill to ner that one state legislator
wipe out discrimmination in called "patronizing."

BY JAY WISE
Melro-Hartford Editor

ould;|||;:|f ;elty;:% rn

MISiffl^SI
^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ t ^ f ^ P ^ ^ will b e l ^ l t o decide whether or' riot they wish to ac|§dl

^^M0i^^j^Mt^^^2:00,4:15,7:15
9:35
7:00
4:15,9:25
1:45
;"• .

^ ^ ^ i ^ ' ^ ^ y

,

The new budget, which
contains some ambitious reforms in the areas of crime,
health care, and welfare, may be
a casualty of the current fighting between the two branches of
the state government. One legislator hinted darkly that
Wiecker would need "cooperation" in the future to get bills
passed.
The fading of support for
Weicker is particularly important, marking the limitations of
the alliance between Weicker's
independent party and the
Democrats with whom he had
forged a working coalition.

|s currently, akjng the rounds;;of
b#atis: a permanent part of t h e | t | ,

'

At The Movies

ri^%i^te»*,^e»^ji
pl^feto build^^l: nviliiori day care" center The Center is still;
^ ^ ^ » ^ ^ g . f 3 ^ | ^ ^ | . b ^ ^ ^ i ? i expected to also give the plan its stam|.
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Farlv Bird Gets The Worm...

Mo's Midtown - Best Breakfast In Town
BY ALEXANDRA CAMPBELL
& ANDREW LEVINE
Metro-Hartford Restaurant Critics

sage. Mo's does a very good job with
scrambled eggs, and the sausage was
"~
quite tasty. On the whole, a typical
The best breakfast in Hartford is breakfast such as this cannot get much
sure to be had at Mo's Midtown.
better.
At first, Mo's appears to be a
A selection of homemade pantoy, hole-in-the-wall breakfast joint, and cakes also appears on Mo's menu. The
it is. But don't let that fool you; the food solo stack of apple walnut pancakes
is great.
($1.75) consisted of one very large panHowever, there is one catch. You cake containing Granny Smith apples
may find yourself waiting inline for nearly and of course walan hour to be seated. But we are sure you nuts.
will find it is worth the wait. We did.
A n d y :
The decor is nothing fancy; red There's nothing I
vinyl booths line one wall, and there is hate more than oreven a breakfast counter. From your seat dering pancakes and
you can observe the cook preparing a being shortchanged.
number of Mo's specialties on the grill.
Well, my troubles are
Mo's Menu includes traditional certainly over, now
favorites as well as some interesting in- that I have found the
novations.
haven of Mo's MidFor the lover of the "standard" town. The width and
breakfast, Mo's Midtown offers a selec- circumference of this
tion that will satisfy any appetite. These enormous beast of
range from the Grandaddy Mo ($4.45) buttermilk creation
which consists of three eggs any style, overwhelmed both my sight and stomhome fries, bacon, ham or sausage, and ach. I was pleased to find it was filled to
toast, to the Baby Mo ($2.25) of one egg, the rafters with crunchy little chunks of
fresh apples. And thesmellof it! If you're
small fries, and toast.
Alexandra: Being a person who ever sitting in your room and smell the
prefers the traditional style breakfast; the aroma of fresh walnuts wafting through
Mamma Mo ($3.45) was my choice. The your window, you can probably be sure
Mamma Mo is relatively self descriptive. someone just ordered apple walnut panI mean, how far can one go in describing cakes at Mo's.
a standard breakfast, except that I had my
Alexandra: After that very extwo eggs scrambled and a side of sau- tensive description I am not sure what

Whalers
Update
With just 21 games to go in the
season, the Hartford Whalers find themselves only 13.5 games out of playoff
contention, with a record of 14-34-5,
ahead of last place Ottawa by a sizeable
margin.
Thenext week will find the Whalers in Winnipeg onFriday, and Calgary
on Saturday.
Over the past week, the hometown team lost two games, both by
comeback.

there is lefttosay except that Andy really
enjoyed this pancake. And I did too, for
that matter. The next time I have a pancake craving, I shall head straight for
Mo's Midtown!
Oversized, overstuffed omelettes are abound on Mo's menu. Some
of the choices include the Rajin' Cajun,
the Wild Western, and the Shrimp Fest.
All omelettes come with home fries and
toast ($5.25).
Andy: For
my breakfast I decided
to order something
simple, so I ordered an
omelette with cheese,
'ham, tomatoes,peppers,
mushrooms, and the
kitchen sink. Honestly,
when God gave out omelette recipes, Mo's was
clearly at the front of the
line. This omelette did
not make any attempt to
use canned or pre-prepared ingredients, unlike some other
omelettes I eat most weekends. The ham
was lean and tasty. The tomatoes were
sliced right before my eyes. The peppers
.were zesty and fresh and the mushrooms
were groovy. Furthermore, this omelette
was not for the small stomached. Big
eaters like me will thrill at the gargantuan proportions of this meal fit for a
king. The spicy, yet not overpowering
home fries were definitely worthy of lay-

ing by the side of my regal three egg
masterpiece.
Some of the side dishes on the
menu include Mo's homemade turkey
hash ($1.25) and potato pancakes ($2.50 a
half order), a version of the latka.
Alexandra: A potato pancake
resembles a regular pancake only in its
shape. These were crisply fried and
served with sour cream and applesauce,
Although the exterior was crispy, the
interior was quite light. I'll take potato
pancakes to home fries any day!
Andy: I have always found
potato pancakes to be quite mediocre,
butafterlgotalasteofthesebabies,lsaw
the light. Fried to perfection, this melt in
your mouth recipe clearly included a
delicious combination of ingredients
other than potatoes. Look out potato
pancake competitors! Here comes Mo's
Midtown!
Mo's Midlown is located just
off of Farmington Avenue at 25 Whitney
Slreet. Open Tuesday through Friday
7:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday 8:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m., but
closed Monday, Mo's offers a great homemade breakfast.
Alexandra: Mo's is sure to
please. Let's face it, you just can't gel a
better breakfast in Hartford,
Andy: I give Mo's Midtown
four greasy grills out of five. When it
comes down to the basics, Mo knows
breakfast.

Valentine's Day Ideas In Hartford:
BY ELIZABETH PLAIT
Metro-Hartford Writer
There is life after the Super Bowl,
and there's even a major holiday. (Hintit's not President's Day.) Yes, Valentines Day is Sunday, February 14. (Time
for chivalry to awake from it's comatose
resting state.) But, we're all here, at
Trinity, in Hartford, most of us away

Allan K. Smith
Writing Center
Announces...

Reading for Pleasure (Under Pressure)
This workshop will look at ways to read
with a purpose-for meaning, understanding,
and retention of material. We will unlock the
organizational codes of textbooks and see how to
find the main idea, major and minor details, and
how to summarize and paraphrase them.

Tuesday February 16,1993
4:15-5:3Qpm
INDIVIDUAUIJIQBING
*AN Week at Vernon Street
Mon,Thurs, 1-4,6:30-9:30
*Late Night at Marriot
Mon,Thurs, & Sun 10-12
Drop in or call X2468 for an appointment.

from homeand the familiar flower shops ner for hvo within
and cupid-fiJIed Hallmark slores. So, This is, however, an approximate price,
how do we celebrate? Where do we go? find doesn't include mixed drinks, beer,
How much will it cost? (The last ques- -or wine. If you're into Chinese food try
tion probably being the mos t importan t.) BeijingGarden,20 Farmington Ave. You
You could get lucky and be invited to a should come under $40 there. A great
fun Valentine's Day party, or you could Indian restaurant is the Kashmir Restauj_
rant,locatedat481
read the rest of this
.
Wethersfield Ave.
article.

First of aii, The most important thing is(AU r e s t a u r a m s
the flowers—roses— not to forget Valentine's day, l i s t e d a r e w i t h m f i f -

preferablv red, lone-

,, ,

•»,.

t

teentotwenty min-

stemmed At Gorton OVld to have a g(X)d time wfa>r-alfs f r o m Trinity
Bonetti Florist, about ever
y0U QQ whatever
X1OUand a reasonable
a five m i n u t e w a l k off

, , . . • ,

r

,1 , i-r cab fareif you don't

campus,adozenroses aO.(And pray JOT that
in a glass vase sell for Qav{nQ party ifivite)
$70, in a box, $65. If
• ^
^
you want to opt for a half dozen roses,
they are $43 ina vase, and $36ina box. To
get to the florist, walk down Vernon
Street two blocks to Washington Street,
and you're there! If BonetH's is a little too
pricey for you, there's always House of
Flora on New Britain Avenue on the way
to West Farms Mall. House of Flora
offers one dozen roses for $21, and a half
dozen roses for $11. Flowers are usually
a safe bet!
Another good gift idea is can dy.
February 14 wouldn't be Valentines Day
without chocolate. There are three basic
groups to choose from; first is Godiva
Chocolatier in West Farms Mall. At
Godiva, an average velvet heart filled
with chocolate is between $35 and $75,
The second choice is Munson's chocolates in the Civic Center Plaza. Here
hearts range from $11 to $23. The third
and maybe most accessible option is a
drug store. Rite-Aid is located on Broad
Street, convenient, and on the shuttle
route. CVS, on New Britain Ave., and
Walgreens, on Park St., are both open 24
hours. At all three stores, candy prices
vary from $1 to $40. You can't really go
wrong with chocolate.
If you're interested in the restaurant scene there are lots of ways to go.
All of the restaurants listed provide din-

life-drive.) If you've
been
searching
for
a romantic
Italian

dinner ~for two, Carmichael's on 682
Welhersfield Ave. is the place! There's
always Mexican, which is a different twist
for dinner, and Margarita's is in the Civic
Center Plaza, so you can do some shopping while you're there.
If you love spicy food, and there
can never be enough garlic or hot pepper
to please you, try Thai food. I suggest
Bangkok cuisine, 2477 Albany Ave. If
you just want a nice restaurant, with
some good appetizers, entrees and
deserts, try Joe's AmericanBar and Grill.
There is a very comfortable atmosphere,;
dim lighting, and it's still not as casual as
McDonald's or ABC pizza. Joe's is located at 1509 New Britain Avenue, across
from West Farms Mall, so you can fit
some shopping in, too!
Well, that's about it. The most
important thing is not to forget
Valentine's day, and to have a good time,
wherever you go, whatever you do. (And
pray for that life-saving party invite.)
There are always the sweet, inexpensive
things. You can frame a picture, buy a
stuffed toy, make a mix, sing a song,
write a poem,..Okay, I'm turning into a
stereo-typical girl, sorry! Rent a movie,
you get it. Have a super Valentines Day!
Wait!
I almost forgot, there's
jewlery...Diamonds, or gold, or....
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amaskar friends and read- I DIG
[GEST
ers and welcome to an- JDIG:
IGBST
other edition of the INDIAN di- JDIG
llGEST
gest. Today we find ourselves i DIG:
deep in the confines of my room J DICKST INDIAN DICE T
interviewing one of our most upstanding Indians on ST
IT
the Trinity Campus. And so without further IT
ado
John Badal Akasie II, son of Paul and Kathleen IT
Akasie.
IT
"Jay" as he is commonly known to his friends 3T
comes from Kensington, Connecticut, a small suburban 3T
area, roughly a half hour south of Hartford. He is a past ST
Editor-in-Chief for The Trinity Tripod and now serves as ST
Senior Editor for the paper. He also plays the French ST
ST
Horn in a number of campus instrumental groups.
ST
A chapel committee member for the past three years,
ST
Jay also serves as a sacristan during Sunday services. ST
He has always found time to serve the Episcopal Church, ST
he remarked over a power lunch-interview I held with ST
him this past week in the couch section of Le Bistro.
3T
Why, do you ask, is Jay Akasie our Feature In- 3T
dian? Why him, asked many of my regular readers, ST
when they heard of my recent decision to choose Jay for ST
ST
this weeks spotlight.
ST
Well readers, Jay is Indian.
ST
Jay is 1/32 Western Abenaki. Historic residents of ST
northern Vermont near Lake Champlain, these Indians ST
are members of the greater Algonquin Indian nation. 5T
He didn't have to talk to me. In fact when I contacted 3T
him several weeks ago, he would not return my call. 3T
After a great deal of pressure from my editor to get the >T
hard story, I jumped a plane to Burlington Vermont, ST
only to find that Jay was there. Well, that is not really ST
the truth. I thought about doing it though. Instead, I ST
just found Jay in his room which is a couple of doors !T

N

down from mine.
But really, Jay is Indian, just not the type you
might expect. He is quite proud of his Indian heritage.
Let's step into a time machine that whisks us away to
the 1690's, when Anglo-French colonial competition
was fierceinrvorthernNew England, ltseems that there
were far more English setters in New England than
French Seliiers in New France during this time period.
French traders and missionaries from Quebec (ke-bek)
believed that they could compensate for this population discrepancy by going south into Vermont and
Maine to transact business with the Indian tribes there.
The French traders were stymied by the fact that
the British already had a complex network of trading
posts. Kennebunkport, Maine was only a couple days
journey for many of the Indians, whereas Quebec {kebek) was over fifteen days away. The French missionaries were more successful, converting nearly all of the
Abennkis to Roman Catholicism by the early 1700's.
After the American Revolution (1775-1783), Protestant New Englanders did not like the idea that numerous Roman Catholic Indians were roaming the
forests of Vermont and Maine. So, Protestant Missionaries went to the region in an attempt to convert the
Roman Catholic Abennkis but the Indians steadfastly
clung to their faith and fled to French Canada.
In 1830,Jay'sgreat-great-great-grandmotherwas
born as a full blooded Abenaki Indian in Canada. Years
later, she would meet Xavier Franklin Monty, Jay's
great-greal-great grandfather, a fur trader in Quebec
(Quebe-ck). This means that since their children were
technically half Indian, Jay's generation •'- including
himself - are "1 /32 red blood," as he stated.
A card carrying member of the class of 1993, Jay
has enjoyed a successful career at Trinity as a History
major. Jay is currently writing a Senior History Thesis
in which he is investigating the Wampanoag Tribes of
Nantucket Island, Massachusetts. "I consider the Nantucket Indians my ancestral cousins, " he said as the
interview turned to a close. It was at that fatal moment
when our lunch was served - 1 had the Boboli Italian
Breadshell Pizza and Jay opted for the Polish Pasta
Salad.
As customers of the Le Bistro started to clear out,
Jay grew tired. "I haven't talked about this stuff for a
long long time, Prasanl, and I'd just like to thank all
those who made this interview possible." Jay credited
his Uncle Sid while he attempted to drive back a tear
that bore a striking similarity to the the 1970's public
service commercial Indian who cried at the sight of a
littered highway. Dr. Sidney I. DuPont, headmaster of
the Grosse Pointe Academy in Grosse Pointe, Michigan, is his family's expert on Indian genealogy, he said,
And so fans, another chapter is complete and Jay Akasie
rests peacefully, no longer with a heavy heart.

;T
3T
3T
3T
IT
ST

Hey Kid! Put Down That
Quarter And Step Away From
The Hnball Machine
BY CHRISTOPHER G. MOREA
Features Writer
The other day, while admiring the new vending machines in the basement of
Mather,Inoticed apeculiarsign.
It read, "People under 16 years
may not play video games. It is
a State Law."
I was flabbergasted by this
law. When I look back to my
own youth, pleasant memories
of time spent blowing up asteroids with a semi-automatic laser rise like cream to the top of
my mind. What right does anyone have in withholding similar
memories for other adolescents?
It seems immoral to keep kids
from immersing themselves in
the digital pleasures of the sublevel, cozy confines of the game
room. With this law in effect,
the state of Connecticut is forcing kids to find pleasure from
other means. I just bet that this
will lead to a rise in outdoor
activities like playing baseball
and football. Then where will

we be? We will have a state
brimming with healthy, alert
children. This will occur all because Connecticut thinks it is
wrong for kids to spend all their
money on intellectually stimulating video games.
Can you imagine the situationifaminorwascaughtplaying video games? Do you think
the cop will handcuff the kid or
just whack him a good one with
a billy club? I could just see the
holding cell conversation now:
Killer: Man, I just robbed
16 gas stations, set fire to two
schools and rode my bicycle on
Trinity College grounds without registering it first with Campus Safety, Whew! I am tired,
So, kid, what are you in for?
Crying, sniffling boy:
Well, they caught me playing
Pac-Man down at the Trinity
game room.
Killer: Wow, you were
playing Pac-Man in the game
room. How old are you?
Boy: I'm 12. By the way,
I also call 900 numbers without

asking my parents' permission
first. How do you like them
apples, tough guy?
Killer: Hey, kid, you're a
crazy man!
I would feel sorry for the
policeman who brought the juvenile offender into custody, too.
Imagine the praise this cop
would receive from fellow officers. "Hey, Cmdr. Gymbarr! I
heard Chuck E. Cheese put a
contract out on you. You better
keep an eye out for a mean looking, six-foot tall mouse with an
attitude who keeps mumbling,
'I just lost my entire damn clientele.' "
I guess things could be
worse for the kids in Connecticut. This is a travesty of justice,
an evil, but they'll be fine. Kids
bounce back well from these
types of things. Things couldbe
worse. They could start enforcing the age requirements that
come with the motion picture
ratings. Fake IDs for college
students are one thing, but for
junior high schoolers....

Wind Jonathan!
Jonathan
Heuser,
Trinity's first
undergraduate
with
Alzheimer's
disease, is lost
somewhere
on the Trinity
campus. If
you know
where he is,
please contact
the Features
Section
immediately.

DANIIL iCANLAN

??Did You Know??
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Did you know that Valentine's Day, or as it is technically called, Saint
Valentinius' Day, is named for the Roman Emperor Valentinius who ruled
the vast ancient Mediterranean empire from 233 until 250 A.D.? In those days
of debauchery arid indulgence, when Rome was at its height (Valentinius'
immediate predecessor had been the Emperor Caligula, famed for his loose
morals & who was immortalized in the film by Bob Guccione which bears his
name), Christianity was relegated to underground meetings, in back alleys
and servants' quarters. Until, that is, Valentinius received the traditional
pilrus, the hat used to denote the Emperor. The hat resembled a modern
chef's hat, except that it was of the imperial purple and decorated with solid
gold stars and moons. Valentinius, however, was a Christian, and disapproved of the loose morality of the time. According to his Christian virtues,
he took one woman, breaking the tradition of maintaining a favorite concubine of the hour, and made this woman his wife. He remained true to her, and
served as an. example to all his people as a model of the Christian ideal of
marriage. Valentinius, in effect, institutionalized the institution of marriage
for the first time. He had a secondpitrus made, this one decorated with golden
hearts, symbolizing the love which he had for his wife. Since that time,
Valentinius has served as an example for lovers everywhere, and Valentine's
Day became a calendar holiday in the tenth century, when the Carolinian
King Charles the Fat revived the tradition of the Pitrae, and added the part
about giving a box of chocolates. Hallmark produced the first printed
Valentine card in 1896.
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to you. Living it is as passionate and grand
as anything you can ever experience."
"Hmm," was all I could muster. I
understood whatshe was saying, but I didn't
JL yet
. „ , ,know
. . „ . if I was satisfied. I stood at the entrance to her
room, and started to wonder where I could get a good
piano, but quickly corralled my thoughts back to the
matter at hand.
"Honey, look in the drawer there." Etta pointed
an arthritic finger to her top drawer, and I opened it.
"See that book? Take it home and take a look through
it." The book looked like some sort of family archives,
as indicated by the lineage of her people in the beginning. "Especially look out for my son Donny, I think he
felt like you do at times."
"It says here that your only son is Alfred," I noted.
"Yes, he's the one," she said in agreement.;
Not extremely excited about looking through her
heritage, I commented, "You know Etta, you don't have
:
to lend me such an..."
. "
"Nonsense! I insist. Just bring it back,to me
tomorrow, along with those baby wipes you borrowed/
okay honey?"
I assured her I would have everything back to
her, although I never did borrow baby wipes, and I left
her roorn^ I thought about what she said as I crushed an
innocent but repulsive earwig under my shoe, and then
I exited the building.

Tempest In A Teapot

ot long ago, I reached a low point in
my life. work in the kitchen of a convalescent
home, and as I was scraping dry pureed beets off of the
f of t h e
counter, I was overcome by a feeling of utter insignificance. There 1 knelt, making a few bucks an hour for
mindless labor, in a place where loved ones have been
left alone to spend the post-twilight of their lives. And
who would've known that Edwin Barns table, who was
yelling "God dammit, can I pleaseputya'to bed" at tenthirty in the morning, had been a taxi driver in England
during World War II? Selfishly, 1 thought of my own
fate, and how I choose to lead my life.
I never set my expectations very high, hoping
that therefore I will never be very disappointed (a tactic
that I find to be continually ineffective). As a result, I
hope for no more than to lead a comfortable, low-profile
life. Sometimes, I dare to hope for someone, (with
whom 1 get along) to join me, but then I figure I'd better
not press my luck.
: :
Even if 1 were able to somehow change the lives
of millions even after I've finished living, so what? I
suppose it would.be nice—but being dead, I most likely
will not be able to enjoy it in the manner to which the
li ving are accustomed. What I havejust described is the
ultimate dream of living, so I will go back to my previous hope of an unimportant life in the grand scheme of

•*•

Part One In A Series

Next Week The Saga Begins

lives. 1 then wonder what the whole point will have
been after I'm done, and why bother?
I think my grandmother is right. When I tell her
about my worries, concerning both such large issues as
described above, and smaller issues such as whether
my dinner date noticed the corn kernel stuck to my
neck, she says "Don't worry so much —who's going to
care twenty years after you're dead?" At first, I feel
comforted and relieved by her compassion. But soon
after, I realize that what she really means is, "Who are
you to think that your worries are so significant?"
You'll be forgotten in time, and no-one really cares
anyway." Propelled by her own philosophy, my grandmother manages to live life to the fullest, whimsically
insulting whomever she pleases. A wise woman indeed. However, 1 have this moral sense at the core of
my inner being (right near my spleen), a conscience of
unknown origin if you will, which generally prevents
me from delivering insults, or drugging my sister in her
sleep and removing her skin.
Surprisingly, she heard me, and queried, "What's
Even after all of these thoughts raced through my
head, 1 was not at rest. I was not comfortable with the the matter honey? You sound as if you were raised in
' ' . . . . .
idea that my life (which is probably one of the most hell."
Smirking at such an odd (butastute) observation,
important things to me, besides movies) is actually a
very petty process in comparison to what has happened I said "Etta, sometimes I just feel like my job, and
over the past billion years. It occurred'to me that lives eventually my life, will have meant nothing in the end,
perpetually begin and end in a single blink of history's you know?",
s
Etta remained moeye (history's eye has been known to blink irregularly at
limes, but certainly at least once every few years). The tionless in her bed, but
thought was very disconcerting, and my success in smiled as she answered
removing the beet puree was not as rewarding as it may my question. "Oh honey,
1 know, but it's true that
have been otherwise.
,
My workday was over. I said goodbye to the you are the sum of your
cook, a very kind forty-year-old acid head, who would choices as they say. If
occasionally fall asleep while cooking and wake up to you're content with your
discover she was not at the florist as she had thought, choices, you'll be fine."
"But Etta, what if
and then 1 punched-out for the day. As I walked down
I'm
not
like you, and.I
Ihe pungent hallway toward the exit, an old woman's
voice called out to me from room twenty-three: "Honey! want my life to be more
Honey,could you please c'mere and getmy ointment?" than just choices I've
Never being able to pass by the many unreasonable made?"
Continuing
to
summons I received (like the other kitchen employees
smile, Etta replied, "Then
seem able to do), I stopped at the room to respond.
Tired, I mumbled, "Etta, the nurse's aide will you have to realize that—
that your life is everything
have to get that for you."

I looked into the clear sky; the clouds and the sun
onlyadded to my feeling of unimportance. Stoppingby
the side of the road on the way home, I climbed over a
fence and slaughtered someone's chicken, which I
plucked, gutted, and cooked for my dinner. However,
I couldn't help but think of Etta's words, and that
maybe every life is hugely important—at least to those
that live them.
I then flushed one of my goldfish down the toilet
(it had developed an enormous growth), and prepared
for bed. I decided to pore through Etta's book just for
the hell of it, not expecting much, but what I found has
since changed my life.
For those who often feel as I have, I must share the
life-affirming story of Etta's son Alfred. The night that
I had Etta's book, L was so moved lhat I wrote down aU
the events 1 could colled from certain segments of
Alfred's earJier life. There are simple facts, and amusing anecdotes; people and places here and there that
were important to Alfred.
Now, I realize that I am no au Ihor, but if you can
bear with me, I will try to make an amateur narrative
from the statistics and stories I've collated.
Hopefully, it will inspire you as much as it has
me.
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k^ntftfbtets from body cavity of THAWED goose. Remove
excess fat from neck skin and body cavity. Rinse bird and drain.
To stuff, fill neck and body cavities loosely. Fasten neck skin to back andbe
legs together. Prickgoose well all over. Place, breastup, onracK «* snauo
pan. Insert thermometer deep into inside thigh muscle. R o a s , ^ v e r e ^
in preheated 400F oven 45 minutes to one hour, '<ed_uce. " * " J _ „ fi t o
continue roasting till meat thermometer registers 185F, as foUows F o 6 to
8 pound bird, 45 minutes at 400F, plus 1, to I&V 2 g P " ^ ^ u n d s one
pounds onehourat4pOFplus xoci / A}^.^ilULlL^
'
,
t400P
hour at 400F plus 2 to 2&1 /2 hours at 325F; 12 to ! 4 : p o u n d s ' ^ n ™ ^
: plus 2&1 /2 to 3 hours at 325F; over 14pounds, one hour at 4O0F plus
, 2 to 2&3/4 hours at 325F.
Unstuffed goose will take about 30 minutes less.
During roasting, spoon or siphon off accumulated fat every half hour.
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The Value and Harm of Infatuation
We All Commit

When Your Heart Pounds and Your Blood Races
AMYTATKO
Dialogue Co-Editor

Dialogue Co-Editor

The first scenario: A tingling sensation all over, butterflies in your stomach,
silly grin spread across your face, yet you know it isn't love. You think of him while
studying, sitting in class, brushing your teeth, eating your breakfast. A wild
imagination joins supreme desire, and suddenly every dimension of your very being
is invaded with visions of this beautiful, brilliant, ideal subject. And if you cannot
have him you will surely melt in despair or slip into madness, yet if you did have him
you'd crack from the sheer power of emotion, desire, and passion. I dare you to
suggest that you've never felt it: infatuation...obsession...crushes.
We see a pretty face, not just any pretty face, but one which shines and smiles
in a way no other possibly could. Then we create an ideal which is nothing more than
an invention and a manifestation of our innermost needs and desires, and we attach
it to that pretty face. This is a human tendency which leads to fantasy. When we
imagine and ponder and daydream about a beautiful individual we simply develop
a kind of thinking which is illogical and baseless/ as it attempts to justify an emotion
which deserves notealization. As we appreciate and enjoy the beauty of art, music,
and literature, so we may also appreciate the physical beauty of a human being. And
as we feel touched and emotional when absorbing traditional art forms, so human
beauty may also move us to emotion. Only the rational acknowledgment of our
intense emotion and the subject's beauty can sever us from the temptation of fantasy
and subsequent infatuation.
The second scenario: A genuine smile spread across your face, an energy seizes
you and warms your soul, your thoughts are whirling, yet you feel no physical
attraction. You wonder how he or she does it all, how one person can be so brilliant,
inspiring, personable, enthusiastic, dedicated, sensitive...all at once. You are drawn
in and always want to hear and watch and experience more of this great individual.
In the privacy of your thoughts, in the depths of your spirit, you know this person
invigorates and encourages you to try harder and be better in every facet of your life.
] dare assume that we've all encountered such an inspiration in one subject...but
perhaps you loo have been reborn through such a friend, lover, teacher, writer, artist,
etc.
The acknowledgment of our intense emotion for the glory of a single human
life can invite inspiration and encouragement. Admit it, feel it - when someone is so
humanly amazing that it makes your heart pound and your blood race, be tempted
by the challenge to make your own life as powerful and beautiful. Infatuation in this
sense can encourage us to grow and progress, and it penetrates much deeper than the
glimpse of a pretty face.

Human beings are funny little things. I'd like to tell you about one of the things
about them, or rather us, that makes me laugh. It is this: the neat way we weave
apparent difference and acceptability into acts, thoughts, or things which are at their
core essentially of the same equally base and absurd material. Take for instance the
obvious and banal reality of killing another human being. It happens thousands of
times a day in thousands of different circumstances. But the end result is always
death. In some cases this is an acceptable course of action, often even a noble one.
However, there are times when such an act is deemed to transcend the bounds of
societal decency and the perpetrators are punished. Society delineates between a
"just" murder and a "base" murder. Simultaneously, it qualifies its alleged respect
for human life. "Just" circumstance need only be fabricated to rationally justify
carnage. What I am suggesting is how the way in which we qualify our action based
on situation or degrees of separation is all one. Cursory scrutiny of human action and
thought enables the differences or qualifications to collapse into one another.
Difference does not exist.
Obsession is one of these things we like to qualify. At its extreme obsession, is
characterized by intense, raving emotional pursuit. We watch stories about crazed
fans fiercely stalking famous showmen like Michael Jackson or Wayne Newton or
Elvis Presley and shake our heads in sorry amazement. We say such cravings are
warped and not normal. We imprison such individuals or urge them to seek out

The Crush That Saved A Marriage
M M A TRV1NF.-ROBRRTSON
'itr/oguc Writer

As I look back on my short little
ife, crushes stand out like landmarks,
'hey conjuror up strong memories and
signify the steady development of me
;ind my imagination. HoldenCaulfield,
Joshua, John, Justin, Nancy's older
brother; I took the 'shells' of these people
nd used my creative abilities to mould
an ideal person. They made me aware
of the qualities I would look for in a
partner or afriend, helped me to prioritize, and provided hours of day-dreaming material.
Healthy and useful crushes can
only, exist if you don't really know a
person. Always conscious of the fact
crushes can never be part of your "love
life", you should be able to exist in
"real" relationships simultaneously. If
you start to believe the image you have
created is based on reality, not simply
wishful thinking; or that the other person can possibly feel the same way,
crushes can have a powerful negative
force. Keptsimply in your imagination,
You always have the upper hand; it can
be what you want, when you want,
often in the yearsbefore you really ready
to seriously commit to someone. Most
importantly, healthy crushes can be fun.
They can give you that little edge in the
morning, make you smile because you
saw him on the long walk, give your
stomach that little floaty feeling, and
make that class just a little bit more
interesting. Crushes occur at a time
when people are becoming more aware
of their potential to take control over
their own lives. Any positive thing
coming from a crush is positive beca use
you made it that way; you gave yourself
that little floaty feeling using your creativepowers. Infatuations withfamous
people are the crush equivalent of fast
food; neatly packaged, bland and sanitized; they rarelybring long-term nourishment. Little girls buy posters, set
their VCRs and cry into their pillows,
their imagination never truly allowed

to expand. With real people you can
always fantasize that they may possibly feel the same way, even if your
rational brain laughs back at you. The
famous person equivalent, where the
teenager imagines thememberofDuran
Duran noticing them from the stage can
only be limiting and disheartening.
If I am really going to write honestly on this topic perhaps I need to cut
the theorizing and describe how my
current crush has positively changed
my life without him even knowing it. I
feel I may be revealing more than I want
to about my personal life but...if he did
read this he certainly wouldn't recognize himself. He knows my name, he
may say "Hi", but the rest is all in my
imagination. I took qualities thatlfound
attractive in him, thought about them,
dreamed about them, and realized I
didn't want to marry the person I was
destined to marry in England, after my
graduation in 1994. Maybe I would've
realized this anyway bu 11 needed to see
someone in front of me who embodied
all the qualities I found attractive in a
man before I was able to look at my
own life and realise what I want in the
future. This crush will be my Trinity
landmark. I will look back and remember with fondness in the same way I
remember an eight hour "Holden
Caulfield " train ride from Edinburgh to
Devon.
In my Utopia, people write letters thanking each other for the positive influences they have had on their
lives, thanking them for the use of Iheir
'shells/They write,describingthequalities they found admirable, and wish
their crushes luck for the future. Maybe
when I leave Trinity I will write, and
start some glorious chain reaction. The
usual reality is that we wake up one
morning and realise the floaty feeling
has gone, or notice their lack of table
manners one night inSaga. We're frightened of harsh rejection so we just do
nothing, the feeling fades antL.the first
spark of that next crush begins.

We are all guilty of the same crime, ifyopu can release this
word from its fetters. The behavior we lock people away for
and castigate as mentally deranged is truly no different than
the cheery, innocent crushes we experience all through our
lives.
;
electro-shock therapy or other comparable treatments. However, more moderate
obsessional pursuits such as "crushes" are generally viewed as healthy or normal.
They are part of everyday, youthful exuberance and coming-of-age. Voyeurism, on
the other hand, is not seen as nearly as innocent—nothing cute about it. How clear is
this distinction? I'm inclinedtobelieve it is not clear; in fact, is does not exist.
Firstly, though, what exactly is obsession? Perhaps it is easier to determine
what is not. It is not passion, although each may match the other in intensity. Many
will interchange the word without realizing it. "She's passionate about her art."
"He's obsessed with his art." I've always thought of passion as simply something
which brings us more pleasure than pain. Why else is no one passionate about life
itself? Because taken as ailhole it is rather rotten; Yet there are things in it which
persuade us to salvage it: our passions, be they people, or places, or occupations.
These things are tried and true; and, we rely of them to lift our spirits. When these fail,
disillusionment ensues. We feel genuine pain because ,very simply, we've been let
down and are left with a terrible hole to fill.
Obsession is a desperate attempt, I think, to quickly fill that hole. The
departure of our passion can exile us to a place of terrible loneliness and solitude. The
immediate impulse is to make another connection and ease the pain of separation.
Human beings try as they do to persuade themselves of the possibility of a monastic
existence are constantly pulled into the mass when faced with solitude which is not
self-imposed. Obsession and the mental creation of the object of obsession serve to
artificially pull us back into the mass and ease our pain. This the inherent problem
with obsession of any kind: it is contrived and artificial. There is a persistent
unwillingness to confront and then cope with one's solitude. Confrontation is leapfrogged, and fear and anxiety replace inquisitive soul-searching and individual pain
as the reason for our solitude.
From here I think we can more clearly see the blurring between " innocent
crushes" and more extreme types of obsession. Each employ the creation of an object
to ease the horror of solitude. Both involve to one degree or another the coveting of
a distan t, unknowing thing- evenif it is a person, it becomes dehumanized. Then in
the heads of each (since I havebeen both I take the liberty of omniscience) fascinating
scenarios are played out. Sometimes these fantasies are acted upon. The stalker
follows you home; the puppy-lover innocently meanders through your hallway and
bumps into you. What a coincidence. It's the same behavior; the same motivation;
in essence, the same act. The difference does not exist.
Obsessional rejection is traumatic as well but not in the same fashion as
passionate rejection is. The obsession's reaction is disgust or anger, even shame.
How many have said after such a rejection, "I feel so stupid. I was such a loser for
chasing them around like that." Violence is not an uncommon response, but genuine
pain and loneliness are.
We are all guilty of the same crime, if you can release this word from its fetters.
The behavior we lock people away for and castigate as mentally deranged is truly
no.different than the cheery, innocent crushes we experience all through our lives.
This is an important recognition. The danger which is so obvious in extremity is just
as potent when it is expressed in more subtle or cleverly concealed way. Both express
a deep longing for a passion yet paradoxically are manifested in forms of escape and
surrender of freedom. Some might argue that one of the wonderful thing about a
crush is the power is gives you to manipulate things in your mind. But who's really
being .manipulated? It is you. You in one way or another subjugate yourself to
another, and not even a whole person: their beauty, intellect, or prose. The typical
angry or disgusted- reaction to an obsession is an attempt to reclaim one's power.
Physical violence is the obvious, more extreme example.
My point here has been more than bash puppy-love and reveal my own
insecurities. Rather, obsession lends itself well to a discussion of how humans justify
the same kindof behavior simply because of circumstance. Certainly, not every crush
will land you m prison but the potential exists. The danger on a grander scale is who
we permit to make these general qualifications. Of course, it is the government and
the laws it provides for us to live under. It is not law, as a huge compendium of
qualifications, which necessarily troubles me but the ease with these qualifications
can be_ qualified again for reasons, for instance, of national security. It justifies
everything from war to racism. Difference does not exist.
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Road Weaiy Bantams A Combined 0-6
58-56 Loss To #4Ranked Colby Highlights MenHadfield Nets 54 As Bants Drop Two In Maine
BY BOB HOWARD
Sports Editor

BY JON MOSKOWITZ
Sports Writer

Tough times continued this week for the Trinity Men's Basketball team. The
Bants dropped three road games, and fell to 7-9 on the year.
On Tuesday, Clark got the better of the Bants 80-68. Then, a weekend journey
to Maine proved to be fruitless. Nationally ranked Colby downed Trinity 58-56 on
a three pointer with :07 to go in the game, and Bates used balanced scoring to defeat
the Bantams 80-75.
Trinity traveled to Worcester knowing that Clark would be tough. The
Cougars were only 5-11, but they had played a difficult schedule, and boasted Larry
Norman, the Nation's leading scorer in Division HI at 30.4 points per game.
The Bants had some early success, as they got the ball inside to forward Dave
Jones '94. Jones finished the game with 24 points, but he was matched shot for shot
by Norman who also netted 24. As Norman heated up, so did Clark, and the Cougars
were able to pull away at the half. 25 year old Junior Waverly Yates provided a nice
compliment to Norman, as he netted 16 for the Cougars, and helped put the game
away down the stretch.
Other Bantams of note were Greg Haffner '94 (12 points), Troy McKelvin '96
(9 points), and Mark Lotty '96 (7 points).
On Friday morning, the Bants boarded the bus that would take them to their
biggest games of the season. If Trinity was to have any chance of making the playoffs,
tlie Bants were going to have to win at Colby and Bates in front of the two most hostile
crowds in the NESCAC.
Against Colby, the Bants came out strong defensively. The Mules went into the
game with a 14-2 mark. They were ranked number 1 in New England, and number
four in the Nation. Trinity held the Mules to 29% shooting in the first half, but the
Bants were only able to build a 27-22 lead. For the game, Trinity out rebounded the
Mules 42-28, limited Colby to only 36% shooting from the floor, and only 29% from
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Nothing seems to go right any- and was splintering in many places."
more! It has been a season in which the This, along with the famous Colby crowd,
Trinity Women were on top of the world, who are known throughout New Enwith a 9-2 record, looking to take the gland as being the loudest in the diviECAC playoffs by storm. Now they are sion, provided a formidable "sixth man"
struggling just to make it in. The Ban- to be dealt with.
tams have lost 5 of their last 6 games.
The White Mules also possessed
Now at 10-7, they are virtually forced to the "twin towers." Beth Montgomery
win the rest of their games if they want to and Betsy Maclean are both 6'2" powerhouses. Without the services of Kate
make this year's playoffs.
Last Tuesday, Trinity ventured up Armstrong '95, a 6'0" forward, who was
to Clark. The Bants were confident they out with a knee injury, the Bants were in
could play with a team in which Trinity for a tough outing. Both Maclean and
had been 0-8 lifetime. Unfortunately, Montgomery had 17 points, to lead their
from the beginning the team looked lack- team in scoring. Maclean also pulled
luster. Jen Hadfield '94, who had been down 15 boards for Colby.
averaging 18.6 points per game, never
But the Bantams had an answer.
found her groove. She attempted only 10 Hadfield rediscovered her shooting
shots on the game, and was held to a magic by pu ting in 20 points and picking
season low 6 points. The bright spot in up 12 rebounds, Defensively, the Banthe ball game was B.J. Toolan '95, who tams turned to Jackie Kupa '93 and Sucontinued her hot shooting from the out- san Lally '96 to help shutdown the "towside, and tossed in 15 points. Co-captain ers of power," and both did an excellent
job boxing out, and pulling down reLisa O'Connell '93 added 7.
The Bants, although matching up bounds. Toolan and Kathy Moynagh '93
well with Clark, were dominated on the were magic from (he outside putting in,

-
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Co-captain Jodi Falcigno '93 lays in a deuce earlier this season.
behind the three point line. The Bants held the lead for much of the game, and were
able to keep the large crowd quiet,
.„,.•
But victories build confidence, and the Mules have plenty of both. Bantam tncaptainMarkO'Day'93said,"Theyweresoconfident.Theyneverbehevedthatthey
were going to loose in their own gym."
.
, .mTw1
Trinity put together a nice offensive run to start the second h ^ d jumped
out by nine 3M6. Dane Aiken '95 was causing match up problems for Colby.Aiken
slashed his way to 18 points and 9 boards. Trinity had their chances to put Colby
away, but the Bants were hurt by turnovers all game, and fin.shed with 19 costly

s;w^^

in a five minute stretch of the third period. The Bantam lead was
™h^°w^°
°newith:26showingontheclock,anVolbyhadthebalLT^^
three point threat Matthew Gaudet off three screens, and
^ ^ ^ ^ P ^
the keywasgood for three. Aiken caught ^ b a t t a t e r it went t h t o u ^ t t e ^ o p ^ d
frantically began to call for a time out. There were :07 seconds showing on the£ock.
, Due to the excitement of the crowd, lack of ^
^
^
^ c i the
favoritism, the referees and the official scorer were not able to.cornmun ate a^d &e
Bants werenotgrantedatimeoutunatterewerebtf
^differenabrtweehwhaui^to^
t. Colby stoie me
gameended.
nr!f>rHiede'93said,"Itwasoneofthebest
After the game tri-captam P.eterV anderttede 9 3 a ^
^
up
gamess I've ever played in. I'll remember it for the rest oi my
please turn to page u
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inside, and were never able to establish
their post-up ballgame. It was a disappointing loss, as they were dominated
from beginning to end, and ultimately
lost 61-48.

;.;•

This past weekend, the team continued their week-long road trip by travelling up to Maine to play Colby on Friday in a night game, and then the Bates
Bobcats in an afternoon game on Saturday. The women have now played 7 of
their last 8 games on the road.
Frid ay's game was a close one from
start to finish. Colby came into the game
with an .8-7 record, and in the midst of a
two game losing streak. But, Colby had
the home court advantage. After a fire
this past summer which destroyed their
gym, they were forced to improvise.
They had to borrow an old floor from the
University of Maine. As the team soon
discovered, the floor left something to be
desired.
Senior co-captain Jodi Falcigno'93
pointed out, "In warm-ups we noticed
that the floor had hundreds of dead spots,

14 and 13 points respectivly. Going into
the half the Bants lead 28-23.
In the second half both teams came
out strong. Colby's comeback stalled
when Montgomery picked up her 4th
foul quickly in the second half. The rest
of the game was a close, hard fought
battle, in which both teams traded baskets. Until the end, it was a toss-up.
Trinity played very agressive, tenacious
defense, as was evidenced by the play of
Patty Sarmuck '95.
The game went into overtime.
Colby came out on fire going on a quick
• 8-0 run. The Bantams, looking tired during the overtime, could not come back in
time. Their hard play all game, coupled
with the starters virtually playing the
entire second half, hurt Trinity, who
ended up losing 70-62. Their second
overtime loss of the season was heartbreaking, but the women determined to
win the following day.
On Saturday, the women woke up
to a -37 degree wind chill factor outside,
please turn to page 23
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Roberts Keys Dual Meet Success Fencing
BY ADAM DUNN
Sports Writer

With meets onSaturday and Thursday the Trinity wrestlers rode a
rollercoaster all week. From a big win
starting out Saturday's competition to a
heartbreaking ioss on Thursday in New
London, the Bants experienced it all.
At last Saturday's Wesleyan duals
in Middlelown, Trinity continued to improveon the new imageof Bantam Wrestling. Trinity placed third out of eight
teams while winning two out of three
meets.
The dual meet tournament is an
unusual format for wrestling in New
England. Teams advance and score based
on dual meet match-ups, not individual
performance. For past Trinity teams such
a format has been difficult to adjust to.
Teams losing their first dual of the
day are finished, and teams forfeiting
several weight classes often spend the
day as spectators. Trinity, however, arrived with a full squad ready to wrestle
and made waves throughout.
The first team to challenge the
Bant's drove all the way from the University of Scranlon in Pennsylvania. Trinity began the contesl impressively. Junior Brian Roberts, at 118, returned from
last week's knee injury on a mission. He
scored flawless take-downs in each of
the three periods and collected riding
time in an dominant 7-0 victory.
At 126, freshman Mike Zaino continued to struggle and lost a 7-2 decision.
Senior Jeremy Burden never really got
started in his 134 match and lost a disappointing 17-3 bout.
Paul Moorer, a junior, executed a
text book ankle pick to start of f his 142
pound match but was reversed twice
and fell 4-2. After four matches Trinity
lagged behind 10-3, but t/ie match was
just beginning.
At 150, coach Amato sent out
sophomore Bob BJigh, who has wrestled
spectacularly lately, and he hit pay dirt.
Bligh dominated his opponent scoring a
quick single leg take-down and tilting
his man for back points in the first period, wracking up a 5-0 lead.
To start the second Bligh chose the
down position, escaped and took his man
down with a crisp ankle pick. The match
ended when Bligh turned the overwhelmed Scran ton opponent to his back
fora pin. :
Vass Eliopoulos '96 looked to put
Trinity in the black, but fell on a last

second take-down in the third period.
Scranton led the all important team score
13-9 at this point. However, the Scranton
team had only weighed in wrestlers from
118 to 167, so the match looked to be wetl
in hand for the Bant's.
Jason Teebagy suffered a 5-2 defeat that was tainted by the inactive
Scranton
wrestler
and
an
unsportsmanlike conduct call on the
Scranton coach. The Bants' 177, 190,
heavyweight wrestlers graciously collected forfeits for a 27-15 Trinity victory.
Although Saturday may have been
one of Trinity Wrestling's finest days, the
second match of the day proved to be a
wash.
Trinity faced Worcester
Poly technical Institute's undiluted starting lineup head to head.
The Bants have improved this year
and may be ready to challenge WPI in the
near future, but WPI bought two full
competitivesquads to the dualmeet competition, and WPI is arguably the best
team in New England. Although Trinity
fell humbly before WPI's starters 50-9,
the Bants did win two matches.
At 118 Roberts was the one serving
humble pie to an overmatched opponent. Roberts began his sparkling performance with a crisp high-crotch for
two points almost immediately after the
whistle blew. He followed up with two
tilts for back points to close out the first
period with a 6-0 lead.
After choosing neutral Roberts
turned up his intensity just one more
notch. He shot a textbook single,switched
off to a double leg take-down and caught
the Engineer's arm. As the referee signaled for a take-down Roberts turned
the hapless wrestler to his back and
pinned him.
At 177 sophomore Tucker
MacLean faced a tough opponent.
MacLean has easily been the most consistent and dominating wrestler at Trinity since Ail-American Joe Adam in the
late 80"s, but the past few weeks have
been difficult for MacLean. He injured
his back several weeks ago and has been
unable to practice at his normal level.
MacLean struggled with a strong
WPI wrestler for two periods before coming out in the third like a demon behind
2-4. Following a WPI take-down
MacLean escaped and scored-a frantic
double leg take-down. He attacked his
opponent and scored back points in a tilt
to record a 7-4 victory.
Sophomore heavyweight Adam
Ondrecek continued to show improve-

ment nearly taking down his highly
ranked opponent, but eventually losing.
Across the gym Wesleyan defea ted
Norwich in a close contest. As a result,
Trinity would wrestle Norwich for third
place in the consolation round. Consolation is exactly what Trinity needed after
WPI. However, Norwich is a traditionally strong team that, to this writers
knowledge, Trinity had never defeated.
Roberts eagerly began the action,
carrying his momentum from the WPI
match. The Norwich wrestler could not
escape a lightning fast Roberts single
and found himself fighting off his back.
Roberts led 5-0 after the first. Both grapplers began the second period standing.
Roberts took advantage of a feeble Norwich take-down attempt and stuck his
man.
Zaino did what he could, but fell
again at 126. However, Zaino did not
allow the Norwich wrestler to collect
eight points limiting the impact of the
loss to three Norwich team points. At
134 Burden, who still is not wrestling in
top form, lost a 12-4 major decision.
Sophomore Jake Shaw took over
the 142 pound duties against Norwich,
bu t again Trinity lost a close 4-1 decision.
Bligh's winningstreak ended against WPI
and ghostsof thatmatchseemed to bother
Bligh in his third match. The Norwich
wrestler recorded a 6-2 victory.
Eliopoulos turned a deep Norwich
double into a take-down and back points
of his own by using a move similar to
Bligh's Mills, called the spladle.Aspladle
is a counter to a good double leg takedown. Eliopoulos locked his hands
around the leg of his prone adversary
and lifted up and towards him, forcing
the opponent onto his back. Eliopoulos
went on to win. an 8-2 decision, bringing
the score to Norwich 12 and Trinity 9.
This time however, there would be
no forfeits and no easy matches, only
fourhard foughtmatchesbetweenaBantam win or loss.
A high crotch is a high percentage
take-down that floats precariously between a single a double and a duck under, and can turn into any one of the
above in the heat of a match. Mastering
this maneuver/Teebagy has hit high
crotches in every match that he has won.
His Norwich match was no exception.
After a scoreless first period
Teebagy escaped and hit the take-down
successfully, going on to win an 8-3 deciplease turn to page 22

Men's Swimming Winners of 4 Of Last 5
continued from puge 24

bleak.
It was in'the next event, the 500
freestyle, that Downer achieved her
second victory of the day. Again,
Abraham pulled through in a clutch
situation to win the three meter dive,
making the score a close 98-97.
Orlando won the 100 yard breaststroke to help Trinity establish a decisive lead of 112-102. Sarah Stuckey '95
earned second place to collect more
points.
The final score was 116-113 for
Tiinity. Co-captain Hewitt exclaimed,
"It was the sweetest revenge." Last
year the Bantams lost to the Camels by
three points at Ferris Athletic Center.
This year, however, they were not to be
denied.
During the meet coach Chel
McPhee made some changes in Lhe
lineup that proved critical to Trinity's
success. ErinFinnemore'96 was put in
the 100 fly and Abraham was put in the
400 freestyle relay. This allowed Trinity to gain the extra points they needed.

Also, in the 400, the Bants anticipated and the 1000 free. Also dominating for
Connecticut College to have two relays, the Bants was sophomore Jeff
but they only had one. They, like Trinity, Pennington, who won the 50 freestyle
had run out of swimmers.
(22.95 sec), the 100 free (50.84) and
The team "really wanted to win," anchored the winning Medley relay.
said Hewitt, and with some clever strate- Other highlights included the Bants
gical work the pulled off another impres- going 1-2-3 in the 100 fly, as Senior trisive victory.
captainJonNussbaum took first, sophoOn Wednesday, the team hosts more Wayne Ogerzalek second and seWestfield State at 7:00. Their last few nior John Harding third. Also,
meets have been very exciting and close Ogarzalek's exciting victory in the 200
and this one promises to be no different. free (156.37), senior tri-captain Dave
On Saturday they travel to Amherst for Lynch's school record-tying effort in
their last meet before the New Englands. the 50 back (26.70), and sophomore
For the Men, the news has been Jared Von Arx's wins in both the 1 and
just as good of late. After a sluggish start; 3meterdivingcompetitionshighlighted
in which the Bantams dropped their first the rout.
three meets, the team has rallied to win
Other swimmers who excelled
four of their last five outings. With for the Bants were freshman Don
Saturday's victory against arch rival Bauman (2nd in the 100 free), junior Jon
Conn. College, the Men finally reached Donohue (2nd in the 200IM), senior trithe .500 mark and have put themselves in captain Rob Lenois (2nd in the 100
good standing for the remainder of the breast) and freshman Tom Appleton
season and the New England Champi- (2nd in the 500 free).
onships.
The Bants willface Amherst ColAs usual, junior sensation Luke lege away on Saturday before finishing
McCarthy breezed past the opposition, up the regular season next week at home
winning the'.lOO Breast, the 500 free style against Bridgewater'State.

Rebuilding
BY BOB HOWARD
iports Editor

After a couple years of success,
the Trinity Fencing team had to rebuild
in the fall semester. The Bants lost
three seniors to graduation, and two
juniors decided to go abroad, which
left the team so shorthanded that they
were unable to compete in any team
tournaments. However, a young crop
of freshmen has appeared on the scene,
and'the future for the Bants is bright.
Last year the Bantams flourished
under firstyear coach AntolaiMinskov.
Minskovis a former Russian and World
Champion and a great teacher of the
sport. Unfortunately, Minskov decided
to spend this year in Israel.
Minskov's leadership is not the
only guidance that the Fencers are missing. According to drill sargent Geoff
Zatkin '95, "We could really use a faculty sponsor. We have some problems
logisticallythata faculty member could
really help us with. The students always have to find space for us to practice. Some days were in unit D and
some days were somewhere else. It's
tough."
For much of the fall semester, the
Bants were withoutproperequiplment.
Every piece that the team was using
was either old or broken. A generous
sum of money was donated by an alumnus to the Fencing team, and the team
now has brand new gear.
Despite the lack of a consistenl
practice space, and good equiptment,
the team has kept in good spirits. Even
though they were not able to participate in any tournaments as a team,
some Bantams participated in tourneys.
Jennifer Lozada '93, Lucas Terranova
'93, Matt Astle'93 and Zatkin all posted
solid numbers in the fall season.
A fencing team is divided into
four categories; Men's Saber, Men's
Epee, Men's Foil, and Women's Foil,
Three people compete in each ca tegory.
During the fall, the Bants did not have
enough capable fencers to compete in
team competitions. The veterans were
forced to compete individually, and
the freshman could only practice.
Last season was highlighted by a
tournament that Trinity hosted. The
Bants swept the entire event, as arch
rivals Tufts and Fairfield could not win
a single class.
This
semester,
Lozada
Terranova, and Chris Morea '94 have
assumed the role of tri-captains. They
are encouraged about the team. Lead
ing the charge for the Bants will be
Astle. Zatkin described Astle as an
"absolutely incredible" fencer. Astle
posted an impressive 26-8 record las'
season, and should be just as strong
this season.
A solid crop of freshmen have
been working out all fall. For the
women, first year fencers Tuyen Lang
'96 and Susan Morgensen '95 are a nice
compliment to Lozada and Felicia Bradley '94. Lozada figures to be in the
number one position.
• The Men's Sabers are led by Astle
and Morea. Terranova and Zatkin lead
the Men's Foil team. Freshmen Masumi
Makamura, Hasan Long, Frank
Sikernitsky, and Jarrelt Rushmore wil
all be looking to make contributions.
The team will be weakest in the Epee
class, as last season's stars are both in
Japan. Eric Cambpell '92 graduated
and is now studying and fencing there,
and Alex Lapins '94 is spending his
junior year abroad in Asia.
Trinity hopes to be able to have
team ready to go to the New England
Tourney in late February.
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Profile: After Four Years Kathy Moynagh In Control
BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer
Middletown, CT - Score
tied 70-70. Six seconds left on
the clock, Bantam timeout.
Coach Mo Pine is drawing up
the Bantams play. Kathy
Moynah '93, who has scored 23
points in the game so far, steps
up and says, "I want the ball."
Coach Pine responds, "Kathy
you're getting the ball."
The inbounds pass goes
to Kathy who pulls up for a three
and is fouled - three foul shots
with three ticks of the clock remaining. Kathy missses the first
shot, Wesleyan calls a timeout.
Wesleyan thinks they are going
to ice Kathy Moynah. Ice Kathy
Moynah! If they only knew.
Kathy comes back to the
line, the Cardinal crowd is delirious anticipating a choke.
Kathy sinks both shots and then
steals the inbound pass. Trininty
wins. Clutch play in crunch
time. The same old story for a
piayer who for four years has
consistently come up big when
the game has hung in the balance.
Kathy Moynah began
playing organized basketball in
fifth grade in her hometown of
Sturbridge, MA. In addition to
basketball Kathy also became
an excellent softball player.
Kathy attributes her athletic success to her family,
"My family has always
suppported me," she says.
Kathy points to her younger

brother, who is a sophmore at
St. Anselm, as her main competitor when she was younger.
"My younger brother and I
would go at it on the playground
a lot. It was pretty competitive." Of course, Kathy never
did say who usually won.
When Kathy began looking at colleges, she choose Trinity because, "I wanted to play
basketball and I knew Trinity
had a great academic reputation."
Kathy immediately began
playing basketball. Starting at
guard was quite a bit of pressure for a freshman. Kathy admits, "I did feel a lot of pressure,
butmy teammates really helped
me out."
The person who might
have helped Kathy the most was
the other starting guard, also a
freshman, Lisa O'Connell. For
four years they have been starting in the same backcout together.
Kathy commented on
theiron-courtrelationship, "We
really compliment one another.
She 's really steady and a great
outside shooter. I tend to drive
to the basket more."
It was during Kathy's
sophmore season in which she
came into her own. She averaged 9.6 points a game, registered 66 steals, and had a personal best 97assists- the 4thbest
season total in Trinity history.
Kathy had to overcome a
chronic shoulder injury thoses
first two seasons. After her fresh-

man and sophmore seasons she
had operations on the shoulder.
Still Kathy came back her junior
year and helped the team qualify
for a bid to the Eastern College
Athletic Conference Tournament, posting a 14-9 record.
For Kathy her final season has been "one of the better
seasons." Kathy is second on
the team in scoring (10.5 ppg)
and assists (4.6 apg), and is leading the team in steals with 36.
Currently Kathy is the 3rd alltime assist leader in Trinity history (300 career assists).
The big moment this season for her will probably be on
Feb. 16, a home game against
Amherst. When, barringinjury,
Kathy will set the college record
for most games played with 90.
The record is a tribute to Kathy's
toughness and personal will,
Kathy has always been an
aggressive player, using her
quick feet and athleticism to get
around her opponents. Kathy
has probably most improvedher
ball handling skills and ball control these past four years.
Coach Maureen Pine has
seen tremendous strides in this
facet of Kathy's game. "I would
say she has come a long way.
Kathy could always make fantastic moves. Now she has a lot
more control."
What has never been in
doubt are Kathy's steel nerves.
"She consistently hits the clutch
shots," adds Coach Pine. The
Wesleyan game is a classic case
in point.

Women's Basketball guard Kathy Moynagh '93 has been a
four year starter for coach Maureen Pine's Bantams.
Outsideof athletics, Kathy
is a sociology major. She isn't
sure what she will be doing after
graduation,buthinled at "a masters in social work." Kathy, however, is certain thai her experi-

BETH
PIRO

ence playing basketball at Trinity will pay dividends in the
future. "Athletics has taught
me to be pesistent and rebound
after failures. I've had great
memories."

Profile: Squash's Justin McCarthy On Even Keel
BY BO HEWITT
Sports Writer

KEUY C0LUS

Squash co-captain Justin McCarthy '93 has played
number one for Trinity for the past four years.
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As the spectator marvels
at an athlete's athletic prowess,
he often wonders how this athlete ever became so talented. To
achieve such high levels of performance requires yearsof practice, dedication, and determination, and more often than not,
fine athletes' lives are thoroughly entrenched in their sport.
This intensity and sharp
focus is admirable, however
sometimes it can stunt other areas of personal development or
contribute to burnout. Fortunately,seniorsquashplayerjustin McCarthy has successfully
avoided these pitfalls along the
path to athletic achievement.
Justin began his squash
career at the age of nine at his
hometown club, the Brooklyn
Heights Casino, which is renown for its intensive junior
squash program.
After proving to his father that his intention£were serious about squash, Justin began taking lessons and playing
the junior tournament circuit
. where he enjoyed great success.
By the time he reached
high school, Justin was already
an accomplished squash player,
and in his last year in the juniors, Justin was ranked #3 nationally.
Yet despite this early success, Justin pursued other interests and activities. During his
senior year in high school, Justin played six varsity sports
while maintaining his squash

career. While squash was cer- and senior season is currently
tainly a priority in his life, it was an impressive 15-6.
Coach John Anz says of
not the sole, compelling factor.
After being recruited by Justin's development that, "He
many Division 1 schools, Justin is having a very good season.
came to Trinity. As a freshman, Justin is playing belter than he
he played #1 on the squash team, has ever played. In ti.° last two
a position he has maintained for years, he has made enormous
four years. This is especially jumps in his level of play."
Anz attributes much of
impressive considering the
team's grueling schedule and Justin's improvement to more
confidence and harder training,
Trinity's Division 1 status.
Duringhisfirsttwo years, yet he qualifies the latter by sayJustin held his own against the ing, "Heisnota tireless worker...
best squash players in the na- thank God because he probably
tion, and by the end ofhissopho- wouldn't still be playing
more year, his individual record squash/'
To maintain such intenstood at 10-14.
, The last two years have sity from the age of nine is imbeen especially fruitful for Jus- possible, and it usually leads to
tin. In the fall semester of his burnout. Justin has deftly
junior.year, Justin-studied in steered clear of this, and his
London and returned for the match intensity is tempered by
spring term refreshed and ready his moderation and level perto play. He had an outstanding spective.
Justin attributes much of
season and was a Second Team
his continued enjoyment of
Ail-American candidate.
Justin's decision to study squash at the colJegiare level to
abroad reflects his comprehen- the close relationships amongst
sive attitude toward squash. the players of the Trinity Men's
Other athletes might not have Squash team off the court.
Justin says of the team,
considered taking the time away
from formal training and com- "...there is a lot of fun and playpetition, but clearly Justin has ing. The team is refreshing...
broader ambitions for his life* they are nice, down-to-earth
Moreover, the record indicates guys."
Justin foresees himself
that this break might have actually been beneficial for his playing squash for the rest of his
life, but for the immediate fusquash.
:
Thus far, Justin's senior ture,, this English Literature
year is proving to be his best to majorplans to work for a magadate; he is a co-captain, he is . zine in New York.
While squash has not
playing excellent squash, and
he is now one of the top colle- dominated his life, Justin looks
forward to a very successful regiate players in the nation.
His record from his junior mainder of the season.
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BY BO HEWITT
Sports Writer

On Saturday, February 6th, the
Men's Squash team traveled to Williams
and enjoyed yet another successful day
on Ihe courts. The Bants soundly defeated Williams 7-2. It marked Trinity's
sixth consecutive victory.
The Williams Squash team has traditionally been one of Trinity's greatest
rivals, and matches between the two have
always been extremely competitive. In
fact, rarely has a match between them
:. been decided by more than a 5-4 margin.
Going into this match, Williams and Trinity were considered to be basically even,
"and this match has direct impact upon
Trinity's ranking. Facing wellrcoached,
good players, in a hostile environment
can be a daunting task, and the men were
anxious.
However, in typical form, the Bantams put their nerves aside and played
impressive squash to secure this important win. Co-captain Justin McCarthy
'93 and Chris O'Brien '93 won their
matches 3-1, and Austin Perkins '96 and
Chris Felley '94 shut out their opponen ts
3-0.
Sophomores Harrison Mullinand
Christian Bullitt played particularly fine
matches at the #3 and #9 positions respectively. Mullin won his match 3-2
with the game scores of 18-16,14-15,15-

13,6-15, and 15-12, while Bullitt convincingly defeated his opponent 3-0 with the
game scores of 15-12,15-2, and 15-12.
For the second consecutive week,
Cameron Hopkins '93 played excellent
squash at #5 to clinch the decisive fifth
win for the team. Hopkins routed his,
opponent 3-0 with game scores of 15-7,
15-13,15-11. Hopkins said of the match,
"We were nervous going in, but we pulled
it together to pummel them... Going in
even on paper and beating them convincingly is sweet." Coach John Anz was
pleased with his team's great effort and
their courageous play.
,.
Last Wednesday, Trinity Squash
traveled to Middletown where it delivered a crushing victory of 9-0 to WesJeyan.
Since Wesleyan's squash program is
weaker this year, five of the top six men
did not play,in this match. This presented a good opportunity for men on
the lower end of the ladder to get more
match experience. Austin Perkins and
Chris O'Brien had competitive matches
and positions #1 and #2 respectively,
and the remainder of the team did not,
yield a single game to Wesleyan.
With these two victories, the Men's
Squash team's record stands at 8-2. As
the season progresses, the momentum of
the Men's Squash team has continued to
accelera te. This Wednesday, Trinity faces
Brown away as it looks to extend its
winning streak to seven.

13 Women Pioneer Effort
continued from page 24

practices, "The skating ability was
good. Everyone, even if they had not
played hockey, had at least figure
skated."
The practices represented an important step toward the ultimate goal
of recognition of Women's Hockey at
Trinity as a varsity sport. The step was
only possible, however, after several
months of planning and organizing.
Two important events took place last
fall.
Twenty-five women expressed
interest in taking part in the project at a
general meeting earlier in the semester. On the heels of that, Holberton
drafted a twenty-page proposal for the
establishment of Women's Hockey as a
club sport, complete with a budget for
the 1993-94 school year. This was done
in November and submitted to Athletic Director Rick Hazelton.
Mr. Hazelton, when spoken to
last week, expressed excitement while
issuing caution. "It's a very positive
sign and I want to do all that I can to
support it," said Mr. Hazelton. Unfortunately, the sports budget for next
year was submitted over the break,
and an appropriation for Women's
Hockey was not included.
There are two problems restraining Mr. Hazel ton from being more sup-

portive. One, next year's budget calls
for a reduction in sports funding. Two,
in order to provide money for a new
Women's Hockey program, funding
would have to be taken away from an
already existing program. Mr. Hazelton
explained that this was not an acceptable option.
"If they [Women's Hockey] are
going to get the money, it's going to
have to come from the College," Mr.
Hazelton said.
Clearly this is not the most encouraging facet of the process, but Jones
and Holberton are realistic in their approach. "What we are doing now is
trying to get money for next year as a
club sport," stated Jones. They would
then be able to schedule games against
local colleges and high schools. Programs already exist at Conn College
and Wesleyan, and area prep schools
such as Kingswood, Loomis-Chafee,
and Taft. NESCAC rivals Amherst,
Williams, and Bowdoin also have teams
that could be played if the budget allowed for it.
It will be a difficult road, but
Jones and Holberton are forging a determined path. If organization and
enthusiasm count for anything (which
they do), then they are well on their
way to success. "We're trying to show
the school that we really want to be out
there [on the ice]," said Jones.

Women's Squash Enjoys 2-0 Week
The Women's Squash team swept Tufts and Williams this past
Saturday at Tufts University in Boston, MA. In their first match
against Tufts, Trinity recorded a 9-0 shutout. Against perennial
nemesis Williams, the Bantams showed no mercy in an 8-1 drubbing of
the Ephs. This week they will face Wesleyan and Conn College at
home tomorrow, February 10 at 4:30 and Brown University the
following day (Thursday) at 6:00.

Wrestling Tops Norwich 1948
continued from page 20

sion.

At 177 MacLean again faced a
tough opponent. The match went down
to the wire as the Norwich grappler dominated the action while in the neutral position and MacLean dominated on the
mat. A sloppy Norwich take-down attempt turned into a crucial MacLean takedown and sealed the second victory of
the day for MacLean.
At 190, Senior Captain Matt
Pedersen controlled his bout from beginning to end. Pedersen looked tentative
in the first period and failed to score. The
second period was a different story,
Pedersen attacked and tired his opponent with a strong leg ride and scored
three back points on a tilt. The third
period returned the grapplers to their
feet where Pedersen controled the match.
The Bantam captain, took his opponent
down, scored another three point tilt,
and collected riding time advantage for a
9-0 major decision.
With one match remaining Trinity
led 19-13 and the Bantams needed only
to avoid a pin at heavyweight to record
an impressive upset. Coach Amato sent
sophomore Greg Zito on the mat hoping
to take advantage of Zito's skill and experience to secure the victory.
Zito fought bravely for three periods fighting off his back twice against a
wrestler who outweighed him by approximately 50 pounds. Helostthe match
14-0, but sustained the Trinity victory by
avoiding the pin.
The Norwich victory was perhaps
the sweetest of coach Amato's career,
but more importantly, Trinity had yet
another opportunity to end the season
with a winning record. However, the
Bants needed a victory at Thursday's
dual meet at the Coast Guard Academy.
Coast Guard has perhaps the rich-

Indoor Track Off And Running At Wesleyan
RY BOB
RHR W
O W A J?V\
BY
HOWARD

Sports Editor

The Trinity Indoor Track team hit
the floor running as the Bants posted
impressive scores in both the Men's and
Women's competitions. On January 26,
the Men travelled to Coast Guard to
compete against the Bears, Southern
Conriv and Springfield. Although the
Bants finished fourth/ some individuals
were outstanding.
Myron Thomas '96 finished third
in both the long jump (19'-10.5 ") and the
triple jump (40'-07.0"). Chris Bonny
placed fourth in the 400m run with a
time of 53.57 seconds. Bonny teamed
with Robb McDaniels '96, Craig
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TenBrink '93 and co-captain
Josh Bruno
'93 in the fourby 400m relay, and crossed
the line in third.
Distance runners Steve Harding
'94 and John FitzPatrick '95 also ran impressive races. Harding finished second
in the 3000m in .9:16.38, and FitzPatrick
came in fourth in the 800 meter race
(2:04.75).
Four days la ter the Women opened
their season, joining the men at the
Wesleyan Invitational. Thomas was
strong again. He posted second (19'9.5") and third (37'-5.5") in the long jump
and triple jump respectively. The short
distance runners had a good day for the
Men. JohnMullaney '93 crossed the line
second in the 200m in a paltry 23,8 sec-

i
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onds, and Bonny ran his second strong
400m in a row in 52.8 seconds. Yussef
Kahn '93 finished second in the 800m in
2:05.0." Harding ran well in the 5000m.
He finished second with a time of 16:01.1.
The distance runners for the Bantam Women posted the first first place
finishes of the season. Carrie Pike '93
aced the 1000m in 3:18.2, and Debby
Gammons '93 broke the tape in the
3000m (11:05.7). Other Bantam Women
who performed well were Michelle
Stone '95 who was second in the 55m
dash (7.6 seconds) and Lisa Michelizza
'94 who was fourth irt the weight throw.
Trinity will be back at Wesleyan
for the second Wesleyan Invitational
this Saturday.

est wrestling tradition of any New England school, so the Bants would have
needed career performances from each
wrestler to stage an upset.
Roberts dominated his opponent
and chalked up an 11-2 victory. Zaino
wrestled very well in a losing cause, and
almost avoided giving up the major decision. He lost 9-1.
Burden failed to complete a duck
under for a take-down and was subsequently caught in a cradle and pinned in
his 134 pound bout. 142 pound wrestler
Moorer out-wrestled his opponent but
failed to push the action inn the final
minutes of his match and took a heartbreaking 9-2 loss.
At 150, Bligh beat a tenacious CGA
wrestler on a buzzer beating double in
the second period to pull-out a 8-6 victory. Down 7-3 in the second period, 158
pounder Eliopoulos narrowly narrowly
missed scoring back points in the third
period and fell 8-6.
Teebagy was beaten thoroughly at
167. MacLean established himself as the
one to beat at 177 by pinning a strong
CGA opponent in the third period of a
close match. Unfortuna tely with the score
standing at Trinity 13 and CGA 19, Trinity needed two victories to win the bout.
Captain Pedersen suffered a knee
injury in the first period of his bout and
surrendered the six points and the match,
Ondrecek wrestled hard against a strong
CGA opponent but was pinned. The
final score was Trinity 13, CGA 31.
Coach Amato and the wrestlers
were a little disappointed by the final
score versus CGA, but the Bants made a
good account of themselves and will certainly improve. Their record stands at 79, which is two wins better than last
year's squad.
The team hopes to finish up the
dual meet season with at least two more
wins at home on Saturday Feb. 13, in
Oosting Gym at 12:00 against
Bridgewater State, U. Mass Boston and
powerhouse Rode Island College. The
match will mark the first time that the
Trinity Wrestling team has ever competed in the big gym. A large crowd is
anticipated.
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Jbiome Sick
Recently there haven't been very many sporting events on campus,
and while you may not have missed your Hockey and Basketball teams, they
sure missed you. The Men's and Women's Hoop teams spent this entire
week on the road, and camehome winless, getting sweptatClark, Colby, and
Bates. Hockey completed a five game road trip 1-4.

They're Baaack...
After no sports were played at Trinity last week, there are a host of
games slated for this week.
THIS WEEK AT TRINITY:
MEN'S HOCKEY
Feb. 9, Wesleyan @7:30
Feb. 12, Middlebury © 7:30
Feb. 13, Norwich @ 4:00
MEN'S WRESTLING
Feb. 13, UMASS Boston, RIC and Bridgewater St. @12:00
WOMEN'S SQUASH
Feb. 10, Wesleyan and Conn. College @ 4:30
Feb. 11, Brown @ 6:00
WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Feb. 10, Westfield St. @ 7:00
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Feb. 9, Williams @ 7:30
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Feb. 10, Williams @ 7:30

Schedule of Winter Sports to
be broadcast on WRTC 89.3
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday, Feb. 13 @ 7:00 p.m. @ Manhattanville
Tuesday, Feb. 23 @ 7:30 p.m. @ Wesleyan
MEN'S HOCKEY
Friday, Feb. 12 @ 7:30 p.m. MIDDLEBURY
Tuesday, Feb. 16 ® 7:30 p.m. CONN. COLLEGE
Friday, Feb. 19 @ 7:30 p.m. IONA
Saturday, Fb. 27 @ 3:00 p.m. @ New England College

Intramural Update
BASKETBALL
With 33 teams and over 400 participant's; this year's intramural
hoop season promises to be the most exciting to date. Check this space for
[
Standings-Soon. '
'
" '
*
'"
SQUASH '
' '"
Competition begins this week, and if you wanted to sign up, but
didn't, you're out of luck.
TRINITY CHALLENGE
.
'
;
Anyone can enter, go for a T-shirt, and get in shape. Entries are due
soon, so sign up immediately.

New Fitness Center Suggestions?
Plans are underway to convert the old pool area into an expansive I
fitness center, and your suggestions for new equipment are wanted. Send
your suggestions to the Ferris AthlericCenter,careof either AD Rick Hazelton
or Head Trainer Joe Fountain through Campus Mail. This is your opportunity I
to help determine the eventual layout of the fitness center, so don't be shy.

I Went to a Fight...
and a hockey game broke out. Friday night at Conn College the
Bants broke,.their four game losing streak as they downed the Camels
5-1. For many fans the highlight was not the victory the Bants won with
their sticks, but the one they won with their fists. Late in the third
period, the Conn College playerstook exception to the beating Trinity
was administering and decided to return the favor. However, the
Camels forgot that Bantams are fighting birds, and Trinity punches
landed on the ice and in the stands. Seven Bantam players were
suspended, and many fans left with hurt hands. By the way, Conn
College will play Trinity again on Feb. 16 at Kingswood Oxford. Need
we say more?

Boo of the Week
Boos go to Bill Adams and Bob Foster, the referees of the TrinityColby Men's Basketball game Friday night in Maine. The two allowed
the Colby time keeper to steal four seconds from the Bants at the end of
the game, and then did not have the guts to put any time back on the
clock. Their decision cost Trinity a legitimate chance to get a good shot
off at the buzzer, and Colby won 58-56.

Personal Foul
This week's personal foul has been called on the power-hungry
RA who coordinated the 10:00 Wheaton study break this past Sunday.
His snide remarks to a Tripod Sports Editor who had helped himself to
two whole slices of Lena's pizza showed that someone was taking the
event far too seriously. Hey, we're really sorry. Next week we'll try
Jackson.

Quote of the Week
"A high crotch is a high percentage takedown that floats precariously between a single, a double and a duck under and can turn into
any one of the above in the heal of the match."

Record Setter
Women's Hoop star Jen Hadfield '94 came within two points of
tying the school record for points in a game when she had 34 on
Saturday against Bates. Leanne LeBrun '88 scored 36 vs. Conn College
back in '85-'86. That season LeBrun set the College record with 370 total
points. Hadfield, who is averaging 19.2 points per game (currently #2
in the state of Connecticut), has 326 so far this season, and should break
LeBrun's record when the BanLsplay at Tufts on February 13. LeBrun
also holds the Trinity record for points in a career with 1,258. Hadfield
has 730. Stay tuned,

Athlete of the Week
The Athlete of the Week is sophomore wrestler Brian Roberts:
Roberts completed a 4-0 week for the Bantam grapplers, raising his
season tally to an outstanding 14-3. Included in the 4-0 week were upset
pins againstpowerhouse WPI and Norwich. A1118, Roberts leads off for
the Bants, almost always providing the grapplers with an early edge. He
is a big reason that the program is experiencing an upsurge this season
and he will no doubt be a favorite at the New Englands later this month.
Congratulations Brian on being named the Athlete of the Week.

Maine Trip Drops Men To 7-9 Women Lose To Bates By One
continued from page 19
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there and won would have been unbelievable. It was too bad to lose the way
we did; we deserved the win." ;
Jones added 10 points and 8
boards to the Bantams cause. McKelvin
threw in 10, and Haffner 8. O'Dayand
VanderHeide saw meaningful minutes,
and contributed nicely on the defensive
end.
TheBantamshavehad theirshortcomings all season, and many have discussed the team's inability to play up to
its potential. However, Trinity put it all
on the line at Colby, and played their
best game of the season. The Bants
hustled, executed, and deserved to win.
After a night in the.Howard
Johnson's in frigid Waterville, Maine,
the Bants traveled 50 miles south to
Lewiston to battle the Bates Bobcats.
The 'Cats had lost a slew of seniors from
last years team, and at 6-11, were mired
in a rebuilding season.
.
Trinity came out flat. The Bants
trailed 39-31 at theend of a half in which
they were being completely out played.
The crowd at Bates was the most
racous one the Bants have had to play in
front of all season. At times the Bants
looked off balance, and during timeouts

while the crowd was spelling out "B-.AT-E-S", the Bantam players and coaches
had to be wondering why they couldn't
get crowds like this in Oosting.
In the second half, the Bants were
unable to. pick up their intensity, and
Bates used a patient offense, hustle, and
the home court to open up a 16 point
lead with 6 minutes to go. However,
Bates almost fouled themselves out of
the game. Over the next four minutes,
three Bates starters, and their sixth man
fouled out. The Bants were able to mount
a comeback, but the Bates lead was too
large, and the Bobcats hit 32 of 37 shots
from the line to cling to a five point
victory.
Bates got balanced scoring as five
Bobcats scored between 12and 17points.
The Bants were led by McKelvin with
22. Jones and Aiken added 15 each.
Trinity returns to action tomorrow night at home when they host nationally ranked Williams. The Ephman
are ranked number two in New England, and if the Bants play as well as
they did against Colby, this game will
be a must see. On Saturday night the
Bantams will be at Manhattanville. That
game can be heard on WRTC 89.3 FM at
7:00 pm.

continuedfrom page 19

and were unable to find much relief
inside at Bates. Corning into the game
the Bobcat women (7-7) were looking
to rebound from four straight loses.
Trinity was looking to halt a three game
slide, and get back on track in the playoff race in the process.
Toolan came out strong hitting a
three pointer, and adding a couple of
baskets to keep it close early, until
Hadfield took over. With 4:24 remaining in the first half, the Bobcats led
Trinity 33-26. After a'key timeout,
Trinity helped themselves by closing
the half on a 19-4 run. t The run was
highlighted by Kara Ryczek '96, who
made an unbelievable steal at the top of
the key, and took it coast to coastforan
easy two. Trinity entered halftime with
a 44-43 lead, and a huge boost of momentum.
The second half saw the Bates
team play against Hadfield, who had
14 points in the half, but only 2 in the
last seven minutes of the ball game.
She was hot all game, but seemed to be
forgotten down the streach. Hadfield
had a career high 34 points, but it wasn't
enough. Clinging to a three point lead
with under a minute to play, Julie

Ludd'en, a senior guard for Bates, hit a
key 3 pointer with :28 on the clock. The
Bahls missed a shot at the other end of
the floor, and with :08 left, Ludden hit
the front end of the one and one.
After a Trinity timeout, Falcigno
received the inbounds pass, and drove
the length of the floor. She dished the
ball to Hadfield underneath, but the
ball was tipped away by a Bates player,
as time expired. Trinity lost another
heartbreaker, this time by, one point in
regulation, 79-78. Other top scorers for
the Bants included, Toolan with 11,
Moynagh 8,0'Connell 8, and Falcigno
finished with 7.
Hadfield's career high 34 points
placed her second best on the all-time
scoring list for one game for Trinity,
who dropped to 10-7 on the season.
Leanne LeBrun '88 scored 36 points in
a game back in 1986.
The Bantams are looking forward
to returning home February 9, as they
take on Williams at 7:30 pm. They
follow with games at Manhattanville
on Thursday, and Tufts on Saturday.
These games are very important for
Trinity, as they hope to rebound and
gain momentum, in their bid for a position in the playoffs.

TRIPOD
Women's
Hockey
Comes To
Trinity
BY MARK GRUBA
•ports Editor
An effort to bring
Women's Hockey to Trinity
ollege is underway, and
early indications are that it
will be a successful one.
Last Monday and
Tuesday, February 1 and 2,
practices were held at the
Kingswood-Oxford School
rink. In all, thirteen women
participated and the results
were encouraging. "Everyone out there had a blast, and
that's what we need," stated
Brax ton Jones '94 who, along
with Lexi Holberton '96, has
ipearheaded the effort.
Participants in the
practices included Jones and
Holberton, seniors Allison
Walters, Kelsey Hubbard,
nd Jen Smith, junior
Whitney Cranis,sophomores
Margol Moses, Benagh
Richardson, and Emily
Beatly, and freshmen Kelly
Bird, Nicole Balazs, Brooks
Robbins, Libby Siebert, and
Amanda Sullivan. Collecively, they are modern day
pioneers. However, their
pa this not without obstacles.
The Women are not
currently funded by the College and, as a result, they
have had to pay for their ice
line, as well as provide their
own equipment. "The big
problem is finding ice time,"
said Jones. "We can't afford
to play anywhere else [apart
from Kingswood ]." Although Kingswood has been
generous with regard to discounting the cost for the ice,
its schedule, which already
includes Trinity's Men's
Hockey team, as well as
Kingswood's Boy's and
irl's teams, is full.
A game between the
Kingswood Girl's Hockey
team and the Women from
Trinity is being arranged for
February 19. In preparing
for that contest, the Women
have received help from several Trinity students. Mike
Logan '93, who played for
the Trinity Men's Hockey
team during his freshman
year, is serving as the coach
of the team. At the practices
held last week, senior Brian
Oliver and hockey players
Todd Mills '94 and Todd
Carroll '95 took the ice tohelp
instruct and structure the sessions.

SPORTS

Fighting Cocks Punch Out Camels 5-1
BY BRIAN GENDRON
Sports Writer
Look out East / West Division - here come the Trinity
Bantams! After scoring an emotional and physical win over the
Camels of Connecticut College,
the Bantams begin a five game
homestand againstthe "iron" of
the league, facing such teams as
Middlebury and Norwich.
On Friday, the Bantams
travelled to ConnecticutCollege
to face the Camels, who in years
past, have given the Bantams
many problems. With remembrances of last year's fight fresh
in their minds, the Camels were
out for blood from the onset of
the game.
Trinity came out aggressive and took the game right at
the Camels as Todd Carroll '95
scored in the first minute of the
game. The unassisted goal gave
the Ban tarns an early lead which
lasted into the second period of
the contest.
The Bantams were able to
thwart a Camel's two-man advantage, through the great play
of defensemen Harry Einbender
'94, Chris Golini '94, and Chris
Sheehan '96.
Early into the second period, it would again be the Bantams who would registera tally.
Facing a man-down situation,
John Snecinski '93, picked up
the puckand fire it past theCamels'netminder. Leading 2-0, Eric
McGranahan '94 notched a goal
for the Bantams, with assists
going to Carroll and John
Oglebay '95. After relentless
pressure, goalie Mike Esposito
'95, who played one of his best
games of the season, conceded a
goal to Conn College, as the
Camels took full advantage of a

Men's Hockey at King'swood. After five straight away games they return home this week. rALUENDER
defensive breakdown in front of one step too far - and paid dearly nolonly witha "W" but a "TKO"
the net. After several good scor- for it. A cheap shot by a Conn over the Camels as well. The
ing bids by the Bantams were College player ignited a scene altercation did take its toll on
denied, the game entered the straight- out of the movie the Bants in final analysis, however, as seven players received
third period with the score still Slnpshot.
at 3-1 in favor of Trinity.
It was no longer the Conn suspensions. Harry "Ogy
The third period went the College Camels v. the Trinity Oglethorpe" Einbender resame way as the first two peri- Bantams - it was Conn v. the ceived a three-game suspension,
ods-in Trinity's favor. Again, it Charlestown Chiefs. Both while the Hanson brother trio of
was Snecinski who lit up the benches cleared, and brawls Carroll, Snecinski, and Pat Ashe
Camels' goalie for the fourth broke out not only on the ice but '95, John "Ned Brayton"
time in the game on a great indi- in the stands as well, as a Oglebay, captain Jay "Reggie
vidual effort. The score re- handfull of Trinity faithfull were Dunlop" Monahan '93, and
mained 4-1 until the three challenged by the Conn crowd. back-up goalie James "Killer"
Stated Sheehan, who was Franciosi '96, all received oneminute mark, when Carrollintercepled a pass and turned it caught up in the melee on the game suspensions.
After losing several key
into a mini breakaway. Carroll ice, "As a freshman, I have never
then froze the goalie and beat had the opportunity to play players, the Bantams will have
him low corner to finish the against Conn, but I had heard to bear down against Wesleyan
game'sscoringat5-l. Yet,thisis stories of the intense rivalries today, and newleaders willhave
when the game got interesting. between us and them. It was to step forward for Trinity. TrinThe game had been pure pandamonium, and I had ity then continues a homestand
Kingwood,
against
chippy from the onset, and mi- no reservations about going out at
nor altercations occurred after on the ice and kicking a little Middlebury and Norwich next
weekend (Feb.12 and 13), and
every whistle. It was at this Camel butt."
point when the Camels, feeling
When the spectacle was then the Bants will again squarethe pain and humiliation of the finished, the game had been off against the Camels the foldefeat, took their aggressive play called and Trinity walked away lowing week on February 16.

Women Stun Conn College As Men Cruise
BY BETH FENWICK,
DAVE LYNCH, AND
MATT PETERSON
Sports Writers

Trinity's Swim teams enjoyed another successful week

as the Men dominated Conn
College 152-81, while the
Women capped an amazing
comeback with a 116-113 edging of the Camels. The victories
raises the Men's record 4-4 and
the Women's to 6-2.

In the Women's meet, the
Camels captured the first event,
the 200 medley relay, with home
pooladvantage. However,Trinity placed second, only two seconds behind, with the team of
co-captain Crissy Hewitt '93,

The team, however, is
notstartingfromscralch. The
majority of the players have
come from high school programs. Cranis, in fact,played
on an all boys team in high
school. Jones noted of the
please turn to page 22

«*• at Casino Night last Saturday? Nope, it's Men's Swimming!

Leslie Orlando '95, Caitlin
Corbiere '96, and Cheryl
Buchanan '95, Stephanie Cope
'94, always a strong swimmer,
captured the 1000 freestyle and
the 200 individual medley relay. Beth Downer '95 also contributed to the team's victory by
winning the 200 freestyle and
the 500 freestyle as well. In the
500, Corbiere placed third.
Unfortunately, the Bants
lost several key events.
Buchanan was touched out for
second in the 50 freestyle by .21
of a second. Another crucial
point came in the 100 yard butterfly, directly after Shara
Abraham clinched the 1 meter
dive. Swimmer Corbiere placed
second and the total score at this
point was 63-63.
The Camels were able to
jump ahead by placing first in
the 100 freestyle and the 100
backstroke. Buchanan and
Downer were able to collect
points in the 100 freestyle by
getting third and forth respectively. Cope earned third place
in the 100 back. At this point,
Trinity was behind 89-75, and
the prospect for victory was
please turn to page 20

